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NOTES

OF

THE,

WEEK.

It is not
within
our usual province to comment upon
the naval and military events of the war ; but we cannot
refrain from making a note upon the recent naval
engagement
gagement.
The disposition, we observe of a portion of
the Press is to look for a scapegoat for every misfortune
that comes upon us ; and even
when
the event is
beyond human calculation, and the issue beyond human
control, there are still not wanting men to raise the old
cry for somebody or something to crucify. In the case
of the Navy which has just experienced a victory at so
great a cost, the cry is peculiarly cruel, since it totally
ignores the circumstances under which the Navy must
perform its task. It happens that the Navy is really
in the position of a goalkeeper in a football match.
Debarred
by the nature
of the game
from taking
much
part in the movements of the enemy, every now and
again it must be prepared to stop a rush into the goal
All eyes naturally are fixed upon it at such moments ;
and naturally enough when the ball is fumbled or only
barely kicked out of danger there are excited spectators
to blame the goalkeeper
It is for judges of the game,
however. to correct this tendency of the mol:, of the
Press---for it docs not infect OUT people to any great
extent-and to observe to them that the Navy is keeping
ing goal remarkably wellell. For the fact that the enemy
navy has the initiative our own Navy cannot be held
responsible.
England is to blame for that, and not
least the very Press that is now looking tor a victim.
On the other hand given the leeway of invention to be
made up and the novelty of the tactics employed by
the enemy every sensible citizen will agree that our
Navy has acquitted itself well we could all be
cleverer
with advantage to our country ; but the Navy is at any
rate as efficient as the most efficient
service
in the
nation.
The unscrupulous raising of prices by
wholesale
merchants
says the “Times,”
“is, no doubt, an
inevitable concomitant of war, and it is an evil that cannot
be met by the operation of any general economic law
since such a law cannot as a rule produce its effect
within the period of the war
’This disposes of the
“Spectator,”
whose editor has always prayed us not
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to interfere in the operations of the market but to
depend upon the natural laws of supply and demand--as
if these laws were not based upon human nature rather
than upon nature. But it cannot be said to dispose of
our case against the Times ”
Admitting that the
attempt of wholesale merchants, (knights, peers, etc.)
to raise prices unscrupulously in time of war is
inevitable
it by no means follows s that it need be
successful
Its
success
indeed,
is
the
measure
of
our
failure tu recognise the enormity of the crime ; for we
cannot believe that if the crime were regarded as what
it is a Parliament of lawyers could not devise a means
of punishing or putting an end to it. As a matter of
Fact, however while every
privateate citizen writhes in
shame at the thought that
wholesale
merchants” are
plundering the public behind the back of the Army and
Navy few public men, on the one hand, and no lawyers
on the other hand, have ventured to name the
scoundrels
or to suggest that a few of them should be shot.
On the contrary they pretend that it is a system that
operates in this way and not men ; and, again, that you
cannot frame a law io circumvent this sort of crime.
But both pleas are false. It is men who do these things,
men as we say, who usually manage to stand high in
the esteem of the Crown men whose names arc as well
known to Parliament as the names of commoner
criminals
are known
to the police And as for passing laws
against
profiteering
, the difficulty isimaginary. What !
have we been able in less than two o years to invent a
hundred new crimes and to provide legal punishment for
them and yet cannot draw up a definition of the crime
of “unscrupulous raising of prices’’ and provide ourselves a legal remedy against it ! What else are lawyers
in Parliament for but to outwit in the public interest the
clever thieves who prey upon the public? If they cannot
do this for us their only claim to public recognition
is gone.
*
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A good deal of pretence
however
exists that
measures of protection have been taken to the best of
human
ability We are invited to
contemplatethe
succession of Orders in Council beginning in August, 1914,
and concluding in November designed,
we e are assured,
to put a limit if not an end to excessive profiteering.
By one or other of these measures power was taken to
fixmaximum prices, toprevent undue
withholding
withholdingfrom

sale, to sell under compulsion and to render an inventory
of
stock.
But all of these, it is now pleaded,
though employed to their fullest extent, have proved
powerless to keep prices down; and well enough the
public knows it. Moreover,
it is claimed, human
ingenuity has come to an end with them; the law can
do no more. As to this, however, we may make one or
two observations.
In the first place we deny that these
powers have been employed to anything like the fullest
of their extent. The number of prosecutions has been
infinitesimal and we doubt whether the general public
has indeed heard of a single one. And this is not
because the number of crimes under. these Orders has been
few, or their magnitude unimportant;
for, as the
confession of the market reveals, profiteering has been
riotous and blatant and universal. In the second place
we deny that the measures had even any real intention
of becoming effective. When, in fact, they were first
promulgated
we took occasion to point out that they
could not by any chance effect their alleged object, since
the same measures elsewhere, even when drastically
administered, had proved .of no avail against excessive
profiteering.
Lastly, we submit that their ingenuity
was rather in disguising and dodging the simple truth
than in compassing its ends. The veriest fool knows
that the only means of standardising prices is to
monopolise
the supply. It is upon this elementary rule that
the vast intellects which control our Trusts contrive
their policies and build their wealth. Was it too much
to expect that Parliament should know as much of business as, let us say, the Wills and the Coats (all now
knights or peers, be it observed), and should realise
that the condition of fixing prices (and therewith profits)
is the control of supply The control of supply, however
,
was exactly the last thing that Parliament
in its
cunning was disposed to assume. That which among
business men would have been the first step to be taken
was by Parliament not even the last step to be taken.
But is it because Parliament consists of fools whom
business men can bamboozle? Nolt at all ; it is because
Parliament consists of business men !
If these measures
have proved useless against
profiteering in simple commodities we may judge how
useful they will prove against profiteering
in the
commodityof Labour after the war. In the case of Labour,
because it is human as well as a commodity, the demand
of justice is that its price shall be fixed at a minimum
at any rate, let the maximum be what it may. Exactly
the same difficulties, however, must be encountered in
fixing a minimum price or wage for Labour as in fixing
a maximum price for commodities in general; and for
the same reasons.
The ordinary operations
of the
capitalist market require that labour shall be as cheap
as possible, while the commodities that. labour produces
shall be as dear as possible. And, in both cases, the
rule applies that whoever controls the supply determines
the price. Now, who is it that controls the supply of
Labour ? Of the supply of manufactured commodities
from cotton-thread to motors control is exercised by a
comparatively few persons whose relations are becoming
daily more those of a Trust than of competing producers.
In other words, the tendency of commodities other than
the commodity of Labour is to pass under the absolute
control of a Trust which by virtue of its monopoly can
fix prices. But in the case of the commodity of Labour,
where is there even the beginning of such a Trust or
monopoly
The Trade Unions still number only about
one in four of the working classes, and are, moreover,
without the intelligence as yet to see that what they must
attempt, as a condition of being able to fix a minimum
wage, is the creation of a monopoly of Labour among
themselves.
And the Lord knows when they will learn
the A B C of their business. , In the meanwhile, is it not
certain that Parliament
yielding to the pressure
of
public demand, will pretend to attempt to fix the minimum
price of Labour after the war by the same means
with which it has pretended to attempt to fix maximum

prices far other commodities during the war? And with
the same results? Look at the measures again : the
fixing of maximum prices
Translated into terms of
Labour this will come out as the fixing of a standard or
minimum wage.
Proved useless.
Penalties for withholding
supply
at the
official price-translated
it
reads as penalties on men for accepting and upon employers for paying less than the minimum wage. Proved
Useless. Compulsory purchase at official price-translated
it carries us into industrial conscription, or, in the
alternative
to work in penal institutions. Proved useless
Finally, inventories of stock which, being translated
;
means the figuring out by Labour Exchanges and
Trade Unions of the number of the unemployed. Proved
useless. We venture to prophesy, however that beyond
these measures, all of which have already proved useless
against profiteering, nothing will be attempted against
profiteering in the commodity of Labour; and for the
simple reasons that, on the one hand, Parliament will
be too cunning to suggest the only remedy, namely, a
monopoly of Labour, and, on the other hand, Labour
itself will be too silly to suggest it. The best that we
can hope is that we may be wrong.
\
We cannot think so, however, for, as far and as
deeply as we can see, the State must incline after the
war more and more towards the interests of Capital
and against those of Labour.
Let us examine the
matter without sentiment.
The outstanding fact after
the war will be the public debt of which the amount may
easily surpass Mr. Burns’ original estimate
of three
thousand
million pounds. Now, it wilI be a condition
of the maintenance of our national prestige and position
that this amount shall be secure. There can be no question
of England as a State becoming bankrupt
or repudiating its debts.
Better any amount of hardship
upon every individual amongst us than that. But what
class, as things are, has the power to determine the
amount of wealth that shall be produced?
It is not the
working-class, since, as we know, they cannot, without
the permission of the capitalists, produce a single
commodity. All their energy, all their determination, all
their patriotism, all their skill, are useless in the absence
of their free access to the tools of industry of which the
capitalists have the legal monopoly.
It stands to
reason, therefore, that the State, however disposed to
look kindly upon Labour after its services during the
war, must forgo the satisfaction
of its sentiment
of
gratitude, and turn its attention where economic power
resides-to Capital, in short. Upon the attitude towards
the State of Capital, in fact, and not upon the attitude
of Labour, will the ability of the State to pay its debts
depend; and since the demand of the State will be for
money, it is to the men who can make it that the
State must look. This is a forecast which is as nearly
scientific as any forecast can be; and we attach the
utmost importance to it. To the need of the State for
money every other consideration must and will be
sub-ordinatedCapital may have betrayed the State during
the war, Labour may have deserved the consideration of :
just men made perfect-no matter, since Capital will be
rich and powerful, and Labour poor and powerless, and
the State will need both money and power it is to
Capital that the State must turn.
The preliminaries of the negotiations
between
the
State and Capital may be observed taking place at this
moment by such as know what to expect and where to
look for it. It is obvious that in dealing with Capital
the State has two main weapons : the power of purchase
and the power
of the law. By law the whole of
the existing Capital of the country could be conscripted
for State-service as other national possessions (such as
life and labour have been, and with as much right as
these latter. There can be no real dispute that as fully
entitled as the State is to commandeer life to save the
country from defeat, so fully entitled is it to commandeer
capital to save the country from bankruptcy.
The

scription of capital, in short, is not a matter of principle
but a matter of expediency pure and simple. On the
other hand, it must be remembered that, relatively to
the classes that possess only their lives, the class that
owns capital. is more cunning, better organised, and
infinitely more powerful.
Moreover
they largely man
the departments of Stat Stateand control national policy
Hance it follows that the conscription of ’capital as a
means of staving off national bankruptcy is the very last
means that is likely to be employed. Every other-measure
will be tried before it : persuasion (as, for instance,
by the example of the King in giving a tenth of his
wealth to the State--an example which none of his courage
tiers has followed) ; bargaining-the
grant of special
State privileges to Capital in return for its consent to
being heavily taxed ; and threats of punishment designed
only to frighten into line the baser or more stupid of the
capitalists
themselves.
And these measures, it is
expected, will prove effective without the conscription of
capital
and short, therefore, of an economic revolution
Of the two last means we have had, indeed, an illustration
during the past week; and since they are illuminative
of what is bound, in course of time, to become
general, they may be noted here.
It is common if not public knowledge with how much
resistance the Excess Profits tax was met by the
wholesale merchants” of all kinds who hoped to coin
the blood of our soldiers and sailors and to purchase
peerages after the war with their gains. Short of adopting
the methods
of forcible obstruction
many
of our
merchants stuck at nothing first to defeat the imposition
of the tax itself and nest to defeat it
in operation
Foiled in the former attempt they have redoubled their
exertions in the latter direction, with the result that all
over the country at this moment our ‘wholesale merchants” (all, of course, men of honour and influence)
are conspiring with clever but rascally accountants to
conceal their profits. So well known to everybody is
the dirty game that is being played, that even the
Government has become aware of it, withthe consequence
that
a warning
has been issued that special
measures will be taken to discover the grosser
falsifications
and
embezzlements
that
are
being
practised,
and to punish them. But thus warned, what do you
suppose Capital proceeds to do ?
Were Capitalists
Labour leaders detected in pursuing an anti-social policy
they would instantly amend their ways and abandon
even their legitimate interests.
Capital, however,
is
made of sterner stuff. Aware that the State must have
the money and will have the money; aware, moreover,
that, if pinched, the State can take what now it only
begs Capital still docs not surrender either its practice ’
of concealment
or its demand far further privileges.
Concealment will go on, but with less openness ; but the,
privileges are to be paid all the same. What are they?
We need not enumerate the promises already extracted ~
by Capital from the State of protection after the war
special subsidies, grants in aid, State-guaranteed
loans,
a re-organised consular service (at the public expense),
etc., etc.
These are general
The particular privilege
we have in mind as intended to balance the particular,
liability of the Excess Profits Tax is that defined by
the Times
last neck.
If, said the Times
the
State insists upon standing in with Capital in the
sharingof profits “the Government must help to keep firms
in a profit-making position. ” How plausible, and how
certain to be adopted. The State, having decided to
finance itself by means of Capitalist profits must naturally wish and see that those profits are as large as possible
.
In return for the tax in fact, the private firms
receive Government security for the profits from which
the tax is derived. ’Then let Capitalism flourish, since
the State is only a parasite upon it.
***
The other illustration is of threatening. It will be remembered that in order to balance the exchange between America arid this country, appeal was made by
the Government for the submission of American bonds

to the Treasury on loan or sale.
You would have
thought, having doubtless in mind the effective inquisition
of the Government into the living resources of the
nation, that the appeal was calculated to produce every
bond in the country, or that, in the alternative,
a
compulsory
register would be set up with ‘penalties for
failure to disclose. Particularly
in view of the fact
that not confiscation or even risk of loss was in prospect,
as in the case of conscripted life, but loan at
interest or purchase at full market price. Not at all,
however;
but with the approval of knights like Sir
Frederick Banbury we had the spectacle of the Government
alternately
on its hands and knees begging of our
bondholders, and upon its hind legs bullying our lifeholders.
Such is the relation respectively of Capital
and Labour to the Government of the day. But even
the abjectness of the State was without its calculated
effect ; for after a brief spurt the bonds ceased to come
in. That they exist in the country everybody knows;
that by a stroke of the Council of State their
whereabouts
could
be discovered
and their surrender
enforced
are in no dispute. But still, still, compulsion must not
be applied, lest upon even the smallest point the principle
of the conscription
of capital should appear to be
admitted.
The Government, however, must have the
bonds. What is to be done? Threaten without intending
to carry out your threat. So it was ; and Iast week,
amid the protests of Knight Banbury, the Government
announced that a fine of two shillings in the pound
would be imposed upon the income of American bonds
that had not, been voluntarily offered in the service of
the State. As a witness to the patriotism of the wealthy
we may remark that within twenty-four hours the Treasury
was
thick
with
bonds. The interest of the subject, however, docs not end there; but we will note for
future use three points. In the first place, as an instance of the utility of compulsion in matters of money
it is decisive; and the State that needs money above
everything now knows how to procure it when appeal
has failed. In the second place, as an instance of the
power of the State to control foreign investments it is
equally ’decisive. Never again need it be said that the
bogey of driving Capital out of the country cannot be
laid. The State now knows how to retain in the country
every penny of capital produced. Finally, as an
instance of driving Capital home again it is no less
decisive. By a single act our frequent contention has
been proved that the State can as easily control foreign
as home capital. Let us bear the example in mind.
***
We cannot credit Mr. Hughes with having discovered
for himself the mistake he has been making in calling
upon Capital in this country to gird itself for the
coming
economic
struggle.
Representations
from
his
Labour colleagues in Australia arc more likely to have
changed his mind than anything native to himself.
However it be, his speech last week at Birmingham
contained
the first appeal we have seen him make for Labour
as a partner in industry. Tariff Reform alone, he has
at last learned, is no means of salvation.
It is at best,
he says only a means to national organisation without
which indeed, it is a means to national disaster.
By
national organisatian, moreover, he has come to mean
something more than the organisation
of Capital, in
other words, German syndicalism.
He now incIudes in
it the power of Labour. You can, he says, create authorities [we call them National Guilds in England] which
can speak for the whole of any particular industry. . . .
Youcan have. your ramifications binding the whole industry together to look after industrial Britain and the
Empire ire generally. . . . And Labour must take that place
in t E the counsels of the nation that its numbers entitIe it
tu. Here, in the last sentence quoted, our pupil is
wrong.
The numbers of Labour entitle it to nothing.
There are millions more sheep in Australia than men,
yet Mr. Hughes, we believe, does not consider them
entitled by arithmetic to a place in the counsels of his
nation.
It is by power that rights are created, and it is
the power or nothing of the Labour party in this country

.

that will entitle it to a partnership in industrial organisation
But whence is that power to come? We see that
the Labour leaders are depending for it upon the gratitude
of the State for favours received during the war.
Nobody can deny that the favours have been many, and
that the debt of gratitude will be considerable.
But
can the State give what it has not got? Can it give
economic power which it must derive from Capital
alone? Without disputing the sincerity of the State’s
gratitude to Labour, or the good-will of its promises to
restore to Labour its former privileges, we must simply
deny its power to realise the one or to perform the other.
Labour must take what is due to Labour; for the State,
however willing, will not be able to give it. The
conclusionto be drawn is that Labour wiII take that place
in the industrial organisation of the future to which its
power and not its numbers entitles it. And if Mr.
Hughes will only say that, we can promise him as good
a Labour Press as he has now a Capitalist Press. Only
there will be no more banquets.
“ AND THEIR CRY CAME)UP-”
God ! God in heaven ! hear us calling !
Like leaves of the forest we are falling,
We are-trampled into dust till we die.
Seven swords pierce us thro’, yea, seven times seven;
Is there left any righteousness in heaven?
Is the ear of Justice deaf? Is the fount of Love run dry ?
God in heaven, hear our cry!
Where we toil, in the black Earth’s bowels, choking;
By the fires of the furnace fierce and smoking
In the blast of the sea-storm, salt and soaking;
Where the shuttles with their endless rattle leap,
And the giddy, groaning wheels never sleep :Where we toil and sweat and stagger till we die,
God in heaven, hear our cry !
And you, lords of ease, who reap our sowing,
Whose palaces we build fair and high,
Thieves and murderers you are, little knowing ;
Hush your song, cease your dance, and hear our cry.
By what right do you tread us out of being,
Set our daughters and our sons to grind and slave?
And of all this Earth, so fair and bright for seeing,
Give us nothing but a grave
Is the sky blue and soft that widens o’er us?
Are the bright flowers growing in the grass?
-The stony ways of toil stretch out before us;
We see nothing as we pass.
But we look in each other’s heavy faces,
Marr’d and maim’d in the treadmill of the years;
And Death, that ends it all, the only. place is
Where we rest from our toil and our tears.
Your Cursed Coin! You hoard and heap it higher,
You wring it from our sinews and our breath :
’Tis the price of human lives : like a fire
It shall scorch you in the hour of your soul’s death.
You lie soft, and you walk in satin shimmer
Roses wither by the thousand at your feasts :
Ten by ten is the room (could Hell be grimmer 2)
Where we crouch, dull and cold, like herded beasts.
Is it strange, when your careless fingers fling us
Just a coin or two from all your store of gain,
If we fill our throats with gin, and let it sting tis
To a madden’d sense of something less like pain
Leave our souls just the simple right of living;
We were born to it, like you :
Dip no hands in dainty purses : no moregiving
Make it honour’d pay for honour’d work we do
Work and pay-yes, for all ! My lords and ladies,
You whose white hands never knew the slightest soil
’Tis the hour-for every selfish heart afraid is,
Tis the hour-for your comedy outplay’d isBear a hand with the burden and the toil !
You who lounge, full of food, in your proud places,
Gay with wine and song and laughter and delight,
Look-look in our starv’d and grimy faces;Slink-and shudder out of sight.
God be judge once again ’twixt Cain our brother
And the blood of our helplessness, outpour’d
On the dark breast of Earth our common MotherJustice ! Justice, in the name of the Lord !
ADA Bartrick
BAKER.

Foreign

Affairs.
By S. Verdad.

IN proposing the toast of Field-Marshal von
Hindenberg's
health on the eastern front last week, the Kaiser
made use of a rather curious phrase : “Our gallant
armies will endure victoriously, and will, with God’s
help, win an honourable peace such as we desire.”
There is no need to labour the difference between this
utterance and others which have preceded
it.
When
the supreme head of the German Army and ruler of the
German Empire is forced to speak of his armies as
merely “enduring,”
we shall not be far wrong
in
assuming that at least one German has now learnt the
lesson of defeat. The Imperial Chancellor, again, has
caused it to be made known that he is not to be taken
too literally when he says that the present war-map
must be regarded as the essential condition of peace
negotiations-we
are
only, it seems, to look upon it
as a beginning, a basis; and the “present
lines of
trenches, east and west
are not necessarily to form
the “future boundary lines of Europe.”
‘This is all to
the good, though for the moment it would be unwise
to lay too much stress upon these statements, and to
elaborate them as if they were Delphic pronouncements.
There will be more fighting before Germany has
thoroughly learnt her lesson; and the utmost we can now
say is that the highest authorities in the land are not
unwilling to prepare the people for a lesser victory than
had been expected in the late summer of 1914.
If we wish to trace the source of this changed attitude
we must look to the other side of the Atlantic.
What the Kaiser and the Chancellor have just said they
have long thought;
but to express their opinion in
public demanded a stimulus of no common potency. One
or two aspects of the situation in the United States
must be mentioned before the Kaiser’s speech can be
understood in all its significance.
It has happened that
in the course of the last three weeks President
Wilson
has made a speech which has resulted in severe criticism
being directed against
him both
in England
and
in Germany; and Mr. Roosevelt has definitely come
forward as a potential nominee of the Republican Party
for the Presidency.
Mr. Wilson, let it be recalled,
spoke on Saturday week last on the war, with particular reference to the freedom of the seas.
The term
is elusive and ambiguous; but Mr. Wilson defined it,
in so far as he defined it at all, as meaning that after
the war neutral commerce should, in all future wars,
be allowed free access to the ocean highways ; and that,
in any event, no wars should be allowed to break out
without
warning and full submission of the cause to
the opinion of the world. He spoke of the United
States as being willing to join any combination
of
Powers with this aim.
***
This was the part of his speech which provoked
furious outbursts
in Berlin-a
strange enough result,
considering what emphasis the Germans themselves had
been placing on the freedom of‘ the seas, which they
sought to pro-\-e they interpreted in much the same
sense as Mr. Wilson
What Berlin considered as a
sinister reference, though, no doubt, it was merely, an
unfortunate
one,
was
the expression
relating
to
America’s joining another country for the purpose of
enforcing international law--which was in effect, what
Mr. Wilson had in mind. The Berlin papers were not
slow in recalling that Sir Edward Grey had himself
spoken of entering into an agreement with regard to
the freedom
of the seas-after
the war.
The
Hamburger
Nachrichten,” the ‘“Tag, ’’ the ‘‘Deutsche Tageszeitung
,”
and other papers jumped at once to the
conclusion
that attempts
were
being
made
to
form
a
combination of Anglo-Saxon Powers at the end of the
war with the and of preventing further wars as far as

possible--and who shall say their conclusion may not
he the right one?
Count Reventlow,
in especially
vigorous articles,
even for him, published
in the
“Deutsche Tageszeitung”
on
May
28
and
29,
denounced what he was pleased to call America’s trickery ;
and he waxed especially humorous over the “frothines"
in, as he put it, “the alleged ‘sharp Notes’ sent
by America to England.”
Freedom of the seas in this
sense, the German papers now say, would mean that
Germany would lose certain indispensable things which
she regards as essential for her future stability, whereas
England, in combination with the United States, mould
he all-powerful. The unfortunate
phrase
in Mr.
Wilson’sspeech, so far as we are concerned, was the reference
to America’s not being concerned with the “causes
and origins” of the war, the fact being that she is very
much concerned with them, as the American Government knows perfectly well.
***
But almost coincidentalIy
with this speech
it
became known that Mr. Roosevelt had definitely put
himself forward as a Republican candidate to be
considered by the caucus for the Presidency. The views
of American critics with regard to the nest Presidential
election are sound enough, There are only two
possible Republican candidates,
it is said, and Judge
Hughes “lacks magnetism.”
Mr. Roosevelt
cannot
have this reproach hurled
at him.
when
his
possiblecandidature was announced the betting against
his acceptance by the caucus was seven to one; and
it is now even at the time of writing. Further,
Mr.
Roosevelt’s
outspoken
denunciations
of
German
methods have won him so many supporters that even
the President is to head a “preparedness parade” at
Washington
next month. Nobody could imagine him
doing such a thing if electoral considerations
were
not now being held in view.
But the very reasons
which have led to Mr. Wilson’s
changed
attitude
towards the war have thrown Mr. Roosevelt into relief
as the really ‘‘popular” candidate for the Presidency.
After his experiment with the Progressive Party he is
not liked by the Republican caucus, and yet even the
most official of official Republican organs admit that
without Mr. Roosevelt’s support
Mr. Wilson cannot
be defeated in the election for the Presidency, whereas
if Mr. Roosevelt stands as the official Republican
candidate his return is almost certain.
***
It is at this point that the election begins to interest
the German Government.
The caucuses are sitting
now; the final choice of a Republican candidate will
be made, at latest,
in July; perhaps even much
sooner.
Even if Mr. Roosevelt is not himself chosen,
it is admitted that his influence will be necessary to
secure the return of any other Republican candidate ;
and Mr. Roosevelt’s own views on the present
conductof the war are not in doubt. President
Wilson,
despite
some inevitable
mistakes,
has brought
his
country through the most dangerous period of the war
without involving her in it. On the other hand, there
have been Americans who said, at the very
beginning,
that the Unite
States should enter the war if
only for the sake of being represented at the peace
conference and of trying to check at it, when the time
came, the ambitions
of Japan.
For, despite the
exclusive
and
strictly
national
attitude
of
the
Washington Government,
it is not forgotten
in the
Chanceries, as it is not forgotten in American financial
circles, that the United States
and Japan are
serious rivals in China.
Mr. Roosevelt, if he would
not definitely enter the war, would undoubtedly give
the Allies all the aid in his power short of the aid
they might expect from an actual ally; and that would
be a great deal. In all probability the very nomination
of Mr. Roosevelt, apart altogether
from his
return at the election in November, would be enough
to warn the German Government that the game was

all but up.
It is essential €or Germany’s interests
that the successful candidate shall not be Mr. Roosevelt
or any of his nominees. So far as one can judge
at present, the worst fears of the German Goverment
will be realised.

Unedited
Economic

and

Opinions.
Military

Power.

I SEE that several writers have offered the war as an
instance of the subordination
of economic to military
power.
But I think you have said that economic power
precedes and determines not only political, but military,
power.
How does the criticism affect you?
Not at all; or, rather, it confirms my theory. These
critics are too much impressed by the obvious authority
of military power, which they see disposing of economic
resources in a truly despotic manner. They mistake a
temporary form of economic power for its real base.
What ! You mean to say that military power is only
a form of economic power ?
Yes, and a derivative form at that. The military war
that is now in progress is nothing more than a war of
economic resources ; and the issue depends upon the
relative values of the economic resources on either side.
Military science and art are, then, practically of no
account ?
Oh, on the contrary, they are of very great account.
But in my view their material is economics. Military
science and art, I should say, are concerned with the
employment of economic resources ; and they are the
greatest masters of the art and science who can employ
the economic resources of their nation most effectively.
What do you include in economic resources thus
considered?
First, material resources
such,
for instance,
as
natural deposits of coal, iron, etc. ; next plant, in the
form of buildings, workshops and machinery ; then
credit, or the power to buy or borrow from outside the
nation it self ; finally, the skill, the good-will, and the
organising ability of the workmen. Add these together
and you have the sum of a nation’s economic: resources
How is military power related to them?
Well, in the first place, you will admit that, however
gifted a Commander-in-Chief might be, he could not
undertake to put and keep an army in the field unless
he could depend upon the economic resources of the
nation to maintain his supplies. He might be a potential
Napoleon, but without equipment he could not even
begin to go to war.
That is obvious.
In the second place, it is no less obvious that without
the consent of those who control the economic system
an army could not be raised and equipped and
maintained. The former have only to agree to refuse
supplies to leave the military power completely powerless.
Unless it: elf turned industrial it could do nothing.
True.
In the third place, assuming that the skill of the
military command on both sides is the same, the war
will be decided by the superiority of one economic over
another.
’That also appears to me true.
Very well, then you now assent to the proposition that
economic power precedes and determines military power.
I see. But, if it be so clear, why should one economic
ever go to war with another? Cannot the dispute be
settled by a comparison of statistics?
You mean that since economic resources determine
the issue a comparison war save the trouble of a war.
When challenged
we should simply compare official
blue-books.
Mr. Sidney Webb, let us say, would be
sent over to compare notes with Dr. Helfferich.
Yes, something like that.
Something like that, you know, is done. For how
many years before the war have we and Germany not

been comparing statistics of our industry and trade ?
Why, the very comparison has itself been one of the
symptoms of approaching war; it was, in fact, the
overture.
As knights before they fought boasted their
strength,
the present belligerents before engaging
in
military war counted up in front of each other their
respective
resources.
But that did not settle the matter
No, and for a very good reason. Let us say for two
very good reasons.
One : the intellectual and moral
element could not be calculated; and, two, the point
in dispute was a new departure.
I can see
I understand the first, but not the second.
that, given an obvious equality in economic power, one
economic power may still be really superior on account
of the greater resources in the skill, good-will
and
organising ability of the nation. And, naturally, each
nation will claim superiority in this respect. But what
is the new departure to which you refer?
Imagine two trading
Trusts
of apparently
equal
power. They continue in competition side by side without
serious trouble so long as neither makes any great new
move.
Rut let one become ambitious and propose an
extension of its power in a new direction-would
not
the other do all it could either to extend itself similarly,
or, if that were impossible, to prevent its rival from
extending ?
Probably.
That situation arose when Germany ceased
to be
satisfied to compete with this country
in the same
markets, and sought in the near East for monopolymarkets of her own. The power she would certainly
have derived from tapping
those
new fields---from
which, as we know, England would have been excluded
--would have given her the advantage over us. And
this new departtire, as I have called it, would alone have
provoked war, even had it not been accompanied by the
circumstances
already
spoken of-the
feeling
both
Germany and England have that each, in intellectual and
moral resources, is the superior of the other.
Ah, and what is your view of taht? Which of the
two countries is, in your opinion, superior in respect of
intellectual and moral
resources?
I have no doubt about the matter for the present :
England is the superior.
But I confess I have a mortal
terror of the future.
You think that Germany
will become superior
in
these respects?
I do not say I think so; but I will say I fear it : and
on these grounds. Defeated militarily, as we may hope
Germany will be upon this occasion, Germany will
certainlyhave no reason to relax her past efforts to perfect
her economic system. On the contrary, we may expect
that she will redouble them.
Hence, it is to be
expected that Germany after the war will concentrate
more than ever upon economic
power, neglecting
nothing essential to it (save one thing in the way of
education, scientific training, organisation,
and Stateaid. The tendency in England, on the other hand, will
be the reverse for the reverse reason.
We shall have
won military,
and our national complacency at the fact
will dispose us to relax rather than to redouble our
efforts, and particularly
in directions like intelligence
and training. The ways of our fathers having brought
us through Armageddon, shall we not consecrate them
and make a perpetual memorial of them?
I’m afraid it will be the case; but is there not a wake
up school that may prevent it?
There is a school, as you say; but I fear it more than
sleep ; for it would make sleeping Englishmen into
waking Germans. Now, an Englishman will make only
a second-rate German at best. It is not in his nature to
succeed as a German.
Any attempt, therefore,
to
imitate Germany will ruin us just in so far as it succeeds.
What ought we to do?
I will tell you. The mysterious creative power of
economics-the
element that finally counts when all the
rest are cancelled by opposing equalities-is,
at the

same time, the “one thing” which Germany is going to
neglect.
It is the initiative and responsibility
of the
workman; or, in mass, the responsibility of the men’s
Trade Unions.
Let us ensure it, and our economic
power, ordinarily static
in peace,
may become
overwhelminglydynamic as military power, in time of war.

Secret
By Arthur

Diplomacy.
Ponson by.

THERE is a good deal in the article on Secret
Diplomacy
in your issue of June I with which I am in
substantialagreement. The critic, however, who declares
that its abolition is a demand which “might as well be
made for the moon” has not quite clearly apprehended
of what that demand consists. The expression “open
diplomacy” is really very misleading.
It suggests the
carrying on of all international negotiations,
and all
diplomatic conversations,
in public.
This would
obviously be impossible, and no one, so far as I know,
has made any such suggestion. To use a simile which
I have often adopted in this connection, we do not ask
the Foreign Secretary to place his cards on the table
and so spoil his game, but we have a right to know
what game he is playing, because the stakes are nothing
less than the country’s money and the people’s lives.
The present Foreign Secretary has been able to be
peculiarlysecretive because he has had to deal with an
acquiescent Opposition,
a tame Parliament,
and
an
ignorant people so far as foreign affairs are concerned.
He has also been exceptionally autocratic because no
sort of check or control has been exercised over his
unlimited discretion either by the Crown, the Cabinet,
or the House of Commons. He has the power to make
engagements
involving great national obligations,
to
conclude treaties
and conduct negotiations without
consultingParliament.
Had his policy of Continental
entanglements been clearly understood, had our binding
obligation
to our neighbors
on the Continent been
known, one of two things would in all probability have
happened.
Either this policy, after full discussion,
would have been repudiated and consequently altered,
or it would have been
accepted,
and full and adequate
preparations
would have been made for its inevitable
consequences.
As it is, the people arc not entirely uninformed, but
they are misinformed directly by the Press, but also
by rumour and gossip. Education is rightly emphasised
in the article as an essential.
But this can only be
acquired by public discussion.
It is no good asking
people to read books, study history, and master the
mysteries
of diplomacy You
must
give
them
responsibility,allow them control in this branch of public
affairs as in other branches, and they will then acquire
information,
insist on discussion,
and exercise their
right of control with the same effect as they do in
domestic
concerns. International
relations depend on
prolems of great complexity, no doubt, but diplomacy
is not nearly such an occult and mysterious affair as
diplomats would have us believe.
Behind the detail
there arc certain broad principles, which are easily
intelligible. The present method of diplomacy is mediaeval
and complicated
to a quite unnecessary degree. The
world which has shrunk in size owing to the infinitely
more rapid means of intercourse is now ready for a
far simpler and more straight forward
system.
At
present the points of contact between nations are too
fine, and the channel of communication is so narrow
that it can very easily be choked by the quarrels of
Governments and the loss of temper or want of tact of
statesmen.
What is wanted is to broaden the channel
so as to allow the free flow of the sympathies of the
peoples.
It is no good referring to a special set of
circumstances
and declaring that matters
would have gone no
better had the people known more about them. It is
new machinery that is required which will allow each

generation to be fully cognisant of its obligations, fully
apprised of all salient facts, and fully empowered to
exercise a directing voice over the actions of their
representative Minister.
It is not fair to place any one
man in a position where he is unaware of the people’s
opinion and unfettered in his direction of the nation’s
destinies.
Your critic very rightly. concludes, “Never
again
ought foreign affairs, or the persons who conduct them,
to be matters of popular indifference. ” The war, I
sincerely trust, if it has no other result, will have taught
the people in all countries how much they are to blame
for having neglected to press for control over matters
which affect them so closely and so deeply. To
whatever
nations the blame for this war may be apportioned,
certain it is that the outworn machinery of diplomacy
did nothing to stop it, but, on the contrary, contributed
considerably not only in hastening but in spreading the
conflagration.
The disastrous
failure
of European
diplomacy is a fact about which there can be no two
opinions.
We
are confronted,
therefore,
with the
pressing necessity for a reconstruction of methods, and
in setting to work on this we need waste no time in
blaming men.
The changes required are neither difficult to accomplish
nor
revolutionary.
But the first preliminary is the
realisation of the necessity for change, the resolution
to adjust the machine to meet modern requirements.
The people, if they arc: to persuade their Governments,
must be fully alive to the extreme gravity of the
problem.
The alternative to secret diplomacy
is not
open diplomacy---a vague phrase that is liable to be
misunderstood-but democratic control of foreign policy.
It is not suggested that the people will never make
mistakes, or that they are incapable of being carried’ away
by passion. Rut if they do make blunders they will
suffer for their own blunders, and not, as now, for other
people’s blunders made without their knowledge. By
‘their own blunders they will gradually learn. Certain
it is that international friendships, now so ephemeral
because they are merely moves of inanimate pawns on
the chess board of diplomacy, will become lasting if
they are founded on the people’s sanction and mutual
knowledge between the nations.
It the old method is to continue : if a few. men selected
from one class are to he allowed to develop their
intrigues in secret : if the Foreign Secretary, rarely
consultingParliament, and never confiding in the people, is
to retain in his hands the sole and uncontrolled management
of policy : if treaties are to be concluded for all
time without being submitted to Parliament : if engagements
are to be entered upon without public knowledge,
and If the people are to remain submissive, acquiescent,
and ignorant; then no settlement that car, be reached,
and no international agreement that can be devised will
safeguard Europe against the recurrence of the
devastating
calamity
of
war.

The School

as

a Sorting House.

The distribution of Wealth under Socialism is a question
often discussed,
but
the distribution
of work--a
problem of at least equal importance--receives
much
less consideration.
Yet it is pretty clear that some
entirely new system of sorting out the different kinds
of work among the workers will have to be devised.
Indeed, if we think the matter over, we shall find that
the need is important not merely in that distant future
suggested by the vague phrase “under Socialism,” but
that it is immediate and urgent. The Capitalist System
is a wasteful system.
The waste of money and of
labour is often dwelt on, but there is another kind of
waste that is equally disastrous, the waste of human
capacity.
We are having a useful object lesson just now as to

the lack of ability in high places. The strain of war
has tested the quality of the men who conduct our affairs
for us, and there is not a single Government department
that has stood the test. Look at the War Office with
its tangle of red tape and its superannuated old generals
in responsible posts where promptitude
and business
methods are required.
Private businesses are better
run, but even there we find no superfluity of efficiency.
Capable managers are not to be picked off every bush,
any more than successful generals
or far-seeing
Chancellors
of theExchequer.
The fact is, there is not enough talent to go round,
and the public is put off with second-rate men in posts
of first-rate importance.
If this were a necessity we
should have to make the best of it, but when we find
that the field of choice for the most responsible servants
of the community is artificially limited to a small section
of the population, it behoves us to ascertain whether
that section includes all the men of ability.
There is no doubt that the upper class in this country
is superior to the rest of the population in certain
respects, such as physique and general intelligence, but
is this duo to any inherent superiority of racial
development?
Our social history gives the
lie
to
any
such
supposition.
‘Our upper class has no separate origin.
A single generation has often sufficed to lift a manand with him his family-from
the lower middle to the
upper class, and a few generations ago, how numerous
were the Samuel Smiles heroes who leapt into wealth
and position from the springboard of capital. Wealth
so acquired
may denote some kind of outstanding
ability, often enough the ability to push unscrupulously
through a crowd, but in the nest generation, wealth
however acquired
opens the door for very moderate
talents to attain high positions.
My point is that in a wealthy family every kind of
ability ha; the chance of becoming useful to the
community, while in a poor family equal or greater ability
has no such chance unless it happens to be backed by
iron will and indomitable and unscrupulous persistence.
Now, for the moment, I am not concerned with the right
of the individual to freedom and the opportunity of full
expansion, but rather with the claim of Society to the
services of its most gifted members. Till now we have
been content to skim the cream from 1-50th portion of
our milk, and we have had to be content with cream that
was poor in quality and scanty in quantity.
The
prolem before us is how to skim all the milk.
In
other words, what substitute will be provided under a
system--let us say--of
National
Guilds
for
this
discriminationaccording to class and wealth which prevails
at present ? That some substitute must be found is
abundantIy clear, Cor the capitalist class to which we now
look
for our rulers, administrators,
and industrial
directors will gradually cease to exist.
It cannot be
left to a parent to decide whether his son is to work in
a coal mine or the War Office, nor would it be wise to
leave the choice entirely in the hands of the boy himself.
As the workers become free and independent they will
claim for their children free entry into any work for
which they are suited. The medical profession and the
Foreign Office will be open to any man of proved
capacity,but how is the selection to be made? How is
capacity to be proved? My claim is that it is to education
that the task must fall, and that by its recognition
and performance the school will for the first time take
its rightful place as the portal of Social Responsibility.
The elementary school will undergo
a marked
transformation. It will acquire new dignity and attract an

entirely new type-of worker, for its chief function will
be no longer instruction-the
three R’s and a smattering
of history and geography-but
rather
the provision
of a sheltered field where each child will find
opportunity
for growth and development
by the free exercise
of whatever faculty he possesses.
The work of the
teacher will be no longer to suppress activity, but
to guide and encourage it. If the activity he mental,
he will give free access to books and the widest possible
choice with facilities for mastering any language that
may be required for reading them
if, on the other
hand, there is a bent for active pursuits and the use of
machinery, he will he ready to open the door of the
workshop.
In the more usual case where the two kinds
of activity exist together or alternate, he will see that
the boy shall have free play for both.
A school conducted on such lines will gradually and
automatically
separate
the scholars
into groups
differentiatedby taste and ability, so that it will be possible
to select without much difficulty the children worthy
of a prolonged education, and who are likely to find
their way eventually into one of the learned professions.
Their worthiness will, of course, consist solely in aptitude, but aptitude depends on character as much as on
ability, and for this work of selection the teacher must
be not only a psychologist, but also a person of insight
and ready sympathy.
The elementary school will he, then, not merely a
nursery to shelter the growth
of young children, but
also a field of observation for teachers trained to recognise
either special gifts
or special deficiencies. It will
be a trap for genius and a vestibule out of which there
will be doors into all kinds of special schools : literary,
scientific, industrial or domestic, as well as those which
are now called “special” for the mentally defective.
The number of years devoted to education will be determined no longer, as now, by the wealth of the parent,
but by the child’s bent and capacity, and by that alone,
provision being made for a prolonged education for any
child who seems likely to profit by it. The question as
to who is to be the judge of this likelihood presents
some difficulty, but the responsibility for the decision
will rest with the Guild of Education
Such a decision will not, however, be irrevocable.
There are many skilled trades in which it is desirable
that
apprenticeship
should take place early, while brain
and fingers are still adaptable, and habits easily acquired; for such cases there would be ample provision
for opportunities of study during and after apprenticeship, at first as half-time or “extension” students, and
Iater on as regular members of a university.
It does
not follow, because a boy must leave school early in
order to acquire manual dexterity in the vocation he is
to follow, that he would not be abIe to spare a few
years later on, from the practice of his trade, for the
more liberal course of study which he may wish for
when he is older.
Experience shows that many a boy who, at fifteen,
ran take an interest only in active pursuits will, later
on, be keenly alive intellectually
and eager to apply
a maturer mind to the subjects of study that repelled
him in his boyhood.
In such cases it may well be that the trade chosen
in boyhood may be discarded in later life for a learned
profession.
Under the guilds, there will be no hard and
fast rule against such an exchange, and it is essentiaI
that the educational system should be sufficiently elastic
to admit of it, but it will not perhaps be very frequent.
If a man had become a skilled mechanic in his youth,
and could earn his living by five or six hours daily at
manual work, he might quite possibIy prefer to return
to his trade after his university course rather than to
become a physician, a teacher, or a Civil Servant. Under
present social arrangements
the opportunity for study,
once rejected, rarely, if ever, recurs. This is a grave
misfortune, not only to the individual, but to society at
large, since exceptional ability does not always manifest
itself in youth or adolescence.
E. TOWNSHEND.
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Sorel,

Marx,

and
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War.

SOREL’S position as a social theorist is misunderstood
if he is regarded as a perfectly detached or complete
philosopher. He is, in fact, little more than a
commentator--brilliant
and
original
in
that
role
I
grant
you
of Marx’s theories of capitalist production.
In particular he plays his vivid light on that part of Marx’s
theorising which deals with the historical tendency of
capitalist accumulation.
He shows how the present
conditions differ from the conditions amid which this
theory was formulated ; and how these conditions must
be modified in order to restore to it a fatalistic character.
But to be perfectly lucid, it is necessary to restate as
briefly as possible what Marx meant by the historical
tendency
of capitalist accumulation.
It is first to be noted that Marx called it an “historical
tendency’’
and
not
a “law.”
’This theory is in
reality a hypothesis, the realisation
of which depends
upon the facts from which the hypothesis is deduced
remaining
constant. These facts are : (I) A capitalist
class progressing
and intensifying
by a concentration
and amalgamation
of its constituents.
(2) A proletariat
increasing
in numbers, disciplined, united and organised. ’These two processes continuing, “centralisation
of the means of production and socialisation of labour
at last reach a point where they become incompatible
with their capitalist integument
This integument
is
burst asunder. The knell of capitalist private property
sounds.
The expropriators
are expropriated. ”
But
note that it is essential that these processes do continue
There is one vital comment to make on this
hypothesis
viewed in the light of more recent social
development
.
Marx imagined capital developing along trust
lines and the trust amalgamating
into monopoly. We
to-day see another possible development-the
concentration
of the forces and power of capital in the State.
But this does not vitiate the theory.
But what would vitiate it is the deployment in any
manner whatsoever of either of these processes. This
Sorel has realised.
He therefore exposes the danger
of capitalist degeneracy , social amelioration, co-operative movements,
etc. They all tend to unite factors
which should be kept implacably opposed They are the
symptoms of social rot.
To cure this social rot, Sorel advocates two remedies.
He firstly endeavours to show the value of a psychological factor in socialistic activities. This is the inculcation into the minds of the working classes of the
“myth” of a general strike, or, as it might be called,
a collective will to revolution. Into this advocacy he
interweaves
a plea for the supreme value of heroic
virtue-the
idea that the war of Capital and Labour
is a world-struggle
of tragic significance.
His second remedy for our social decadence is proletarian
violence. Two accidents done would be able
to stop this [decadent] movement : a great foreign war,
which might renew lost energies, and which in any case
would doubtless bring into power men with the will to
govern ; or a great extension of proletarian violence
which’ would make the revolutionary reality evident to
the middle class, and would disgust them with the
humanitarian platitudes with which Jaurkes lulls them to
sleep” (Sorel, ‘‘Reflections on Violence,” trans. by T.
E. Hulme, p. 82). Sorel, in a note, dismisses the hypothesis of a great war as (‘very far fetched,” and then
goes on to deal with proletarian violence which is, of
course, the main theme of the book.
It is for us to consider in what degree the present war
will do the work expected by Sorel to be done by a
general extension of proletarian violence.
Examined from this standpoint, the war is having,
and will continue to have, the following consequences :
I.-The consolidation
of the capitalist position. This
seems to arise out of three results of the war:A.-The
war, immediately at any rate will enrich
capital.
The high tension of industry, the decrease

of ’foreign competition
reduplicate loans-all
these
tend to consolidate and enrich the employers.
B.-War legislation has effected and will effect the
union of State and Capital in many industries; it is
rigidly defining and separating Capital and Labour
(e.g., the Munitions Act) ; and to these we may add
the relative increase in the power of Capital resulting
from the restriction of Trade Union activities.
c.--Also
worth considering
are the psychological
effects of command The overwhelming majority of
the officers of the New Army are drawn from the
middle class : and the training they receive in the
command of men must, it seems, inspire them with a
self-assurance greater than they possessed
in their
pre-war days.
11.-On the other hand the war will, I think, effect
the definition of the proletariat.
And from three causes, corresponding very closely to
those given as consolidating the capitalist position :A.--The inevitable labour disorganisation
following
the war will result in the poverty and misery of
the working classes. This in its turn will give rise
to an intense search for relief and betterment, only to
be found in revolution.
B.--As implied above, war legislation
is clearly
differentiating
the
proletariat
war
has trained
the capitalist
in command,
it also, on the other hand, has taught the proletariat
the value of organisation,
of esprit de corps, of
brotherhood
in arms. The mob of the past will be
an army in the future
Then, too, there must inevitably during the war have
been a cultivation of a warlike spirit within us all.
There
here has passed over us like a wave a grand revival
of the sentiment of glory--a new realisation of heroic
values.
At any rate, it seems safe to assume that those
who have fought for something so impersonal as the
rights of this war will not hesitate to strive for their
own personal rights of justice. the proletariat of the
future will be inspired with something nobler, if more
nebulous than the fantastical U Utopias of a Fabian.
Hence it seems the war will result in an intensification
of class feelings, a rigid demarcation of class interests.
the world will be full of vanity and bitterness.
But
the outlook is not one of despair. Remember that the
premises of Marx’s hypothesis will be on the way to
fulfilment, and the fatalistic revolution well in sight.
Remember, too, that the more highly organised
capitalist
industry
becomes,
the
more
economically
virile
will be the industrial society which the guilds inherit.
HERBERT READ.
A RUSSIAN FOLK SONG.
(Translated from the unrhymed original by C. E. E.)
When the may and the palm on the thawing flood are
whirled,
At that time my mother bare me in the world;
Nor taking thought with‘ reason, she gave me to be wed
To a far and foreign country from the’ land where I was
bred.
and the far and foreign country dries me without wind,
And my far and foreign parents blame without I sinned;
Here, far from my dear mother, three years shall I stay ;
In the fourth to my dear mother as a bird 1’11 fly away.
the sorrowfullest bird, the cuckoo shall I be,
And I shall wait my mother in her own green garden tree.
My wails shall dry the garden, my tears shall make it flow,
and I shall tear my own dear mother’s heart in two.
And then my own dear mother shall pass into the hallo ;
Her son’s wives--the swallows !-she wakens with her
call.
“What sadly singing bird is this within our garden
green ? ”
The elder bride, she bids them to let the bird be slain.
The younger bride, she begs them awhile their hand
stay,
And my own born sister, weeping there, doth say :
Oh hath not our ’own sad sister hither come,
Flying as a bird from her far ‘and foreign home?”
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RELATIONS
OF
Capital
AND
LABOUR.Between Capital, which is the sum of the concrete tools
of production, and Labour, which is the abstraction of
the energy and skill of Labourers or Workmen, there
can be no relations whatever. ’Things can be related
to things men can be related tu men, men and things
can be related; but the thing Capital cannot be related
to ‘the notion Labour. So let us say, the relation of
Capital and Labourers.
But the relation of Capital to
Labourers is that the latter use the former as toolswhen they get permission to do so. Given the access
of Labourers to tools (both man-made and elemental),
Labourers very soon establish the proper relation of
men to things-they
use them.
It is obvious, therefore, that all the talk of the difficulty of the relations
of Capital and Labourers does not mean any difficulty
in the relations of Capital and Labourers. What does the
phrase mean, then? It means the relations between the
Capitalists or owners of the tools of production, and
the Labourers or the users of the tools of production;
and the difficulty spoken of refers to the dificulty of
arranging as between these two parties what share of
the product they shall each have.
Each party, it
cannot be denied, wants, if it can be got, the whole of
the product. There is no end to desire. But of these
two parties it is clear that the tool-owners have less
right to any of the product than the tool-users to all
of the product-.
On the other hand, right without
power is only a moral satisfaction;-and
it is power that
determines the distribution of the product between the
owners and the users. What kind of power?
On the
side of the owners the power they wield is that of the
legal monopoly of the capital and elemental tools of
production : the power, supported by the State, to
refuse permission to any workman to use their tools
except upon their own terms. On the side of the workmen, the only power they have so far wielded is that
of their desirability in production. Without
tool-users
the tool-owners cannot become wealthy
A landowner
of a thousand acres would be no better off than a small
allotment-holder unless he could obtain tool-users
to
work for him. He, therefore, wants tool-users to work
for him with just so much intensity as he desires to be
better off than a small-holder.
(Note, however, that
even without tool-users he can manage as well us a
small-holder
He has the land, and he can at a pinch,
himself Supply the labour. Hut without the land the
mere labourer is absolutely helpless. His need of the
tool-owner is, therefore, imperative
and vital, while
that of the tool-owner for him is only intense and
economic.
Since, however,
we
may assume
that
economic
motives
will continue
to operate,
there
appears to be in prospect a new form of power for the
tool-users : a monopoly of the skill to use tools,
commonly
called
a
monopoly
of
labour. If the capitalist
class possess all the tools of production, and the
working-class
possess all the skill to use the tools, each party
has an equal monopoly of which both are necessary to
economic production.
Under these circumstances,
an
equal division of the product would seem to be dictated
by the equal division of the power to command it.
Capitalists and Labourers would each take half of the
total product of industry. But this, as we have seen,
is still not a fair division
for qua tool-owners,
the
capitalists have no share in production
but only in
distribution.
If, therefore, it is fair that the product
should be at the disposal of the producers alone, the
share of the capitalists should be determined at the
discretion
of
the
workmen.
The
producers,
in
short,
must be the distributors
as well
The relation
so
established
between Capital
and Labour
would
be
proper; but it would involve, of necessity, the abolition
Only when the capitalist has been
of the capitalists.
abolished will the war between capital and labour cease.
EFFICIENCY .-The
highest
efficiency
consists
in

the extraction from a tool of production ofthe maximum
utility by the minimum of exertion. The tools of
production
are (a) elemental-land
in the economic
sense; (b)capital-machinery,
etc. ; and to these have
been added by social prostitution,
(c) labourers or the
proletariat.
The
efficiency
spoken
of
by modern
economists takes no account of the specific differences
between these three classes of tools, but includes them
all as tools to be exploited for their utility by means
appropriate
to each.
The efficient use of Land, for
example, requires, in some instances, intensive culture
or special manuring : these are needed to bring out
and to utilise its fullest powers. The economic development
of Land is, in fact, the progressive
efficiency of
the means of production applied to it. The efficient use
of Machinery, again, requires the application
and
maintenanceand skilled use of the right kind of machinery
in the right place. Not any machine anyhow used is
labour-saving, but only some machinery properly used,
and under proper conditions.
The aim of economic
efficiency is to discover these conditions, and to apply
and employ the machinery to fit them. Now let it be
said that the same considerations
are applied to the
tool of Labour as to the other tools of industry. Labour
also can be more or less efficiently employed.
If
employed efficiently a little goes a long way-in other
words, it approaches its maximum of utility.
If, on
the other hand, it is employed inefficiently, much of it
is wasted.
The capitalist employer
as an employer
simply, is not in the least concerned with what becomes
of the labourer from whom labour is most efficiently
extracted, or with. what becomes of the labourer who
cannot economically be made use of any longer. It is
no more a question for him, engaged, as he is, with the
problem of maximum production at the minimum cost,
what happens to an obsolete or overworked labourer
than it is with what happens to an obsolete machine, or
an over-tapped rubber-tree.
The fact that the present
maximum utility has been extracted from him takes him
automatically out of the purview of the employer into
that of the salvage-corps, or the rag and bone
merchants (called by the fancy names of Labour-exchanges
and Charity). But how is Labour efficiently employed
in the practice of capitalist production?
As has been
said, the same general rules apply to Labour as to any
other tool. First, it must only be employed when a
cheaper substitute cannot be found for it. Second, it
must be economically used-that
is, as little as can be
done with must be sufficient. Third, the employer must
always be on the look-out to increase its efficiency
without adding to his own costs, or, on the other hand,
for cheaper substitutes for it. Of these last two subdivisions, the former takes shape in such employers'
devices as organisations,
technical instructions,
speeding up, piecework- -devices rendered familiar
by the
methods of the Munitions Ministry.
And the latter
takes shape in (a) the current tendency to employ cheap
women rather than dear men; (b) the world-wide tendency to exploit extensively the cheap races rather than
to continue the intensive exploitation
of the more
civilised races; and (c) the universal tendency to displace men by more and more complicated machinery.
Economically, all this efficiency has its good side; for
it is obviously economic to do as much work as possible
with as few means as possible. But since Labourers
have nothing to sell but their labour ; and since the less
the demand for their labour, the lower its price or wage
must be, every advance in economic efficiency is at the
first charge
of labourers Labour and Efficiency are
thus necessarily at war; and this is seen most clearly
in the restrictive
rules of Trade Unionism
Trade
Unionism is thus undoubtedly an obstacle of Efficiency
in the economic sense but only because it opposes
Humanity to Efficiency.
But why should Humanity
and Efficiency be opposed, when, by lifting Labourers
out of the category of the tools of industry into the
category of the industrialists,
the two interests might
bo reconciled ?
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Having passed the Academy entrance examination
I
lived till the first day of term in a state of alternate
hope and hopelessness at the prospect of mixing with
a crowd of women.
One moment I was assuring
myself that all would certainly be well and that at
the Academy I should be at mu ease the nest minute
I
was
deridingmy optimism.
An additional
fear was the distrust I had of my musical ability.
would
not every one of my fellow-students
be a
genius? l And if so, what a presumptuous
trifler I
should appear by comparison. Should I be able even
to
follow
their discussions
on Combined
Fifth
Species"-on
Wagner’s contrapuntal
skill ? But how
different was the Academy of my imagination
from
the Academy of fact ! I had expected musically to be
a blight
in a nursery
of budding Beethovens.
I
found myself just a squeaking part of a machine for
turning out music teachers
A spark of genius at the
Academy was as rare a presence as radium in metal.
And it was not even a Bohemian place. But I can tell
you in a word what it was.
It was Suburbia-on
holiday-a place where hundreds of quite jolly girls
believed
exactly,
I felt, as they would have behaved
at
home in Tooting when their parents were out. The
clever discussions I had expected with so much apprehension ran, as clearly as I can recall, in this wise : Oh
look at Winnie's fringe. . . But my dear, did you
see his eyes-such dreams. . . . I Isd. a yard, that's
all. . . Havn't opened a book. . . . Oh, any postcard shop would have him. . . . I don't call it fair. . . .
Did you ever see such afright?-Indeed,
from what I
got to know of their ways and ideas and pleasures and
ambitions, the girls might have been engaged in the
most irresponsible
of occupations instead of in the
cultivation
of art, and most of them I really think would
have been as usefully and more suitably employed readingnovels or sleeping. Not that I agree with the
definitionof a musical student as given me by one of the
professors-65
per cent. conceit, 34 per cent. technique,
I per cent. talent ! No, personally I think indifference
was a more common disease than *conceit. The greater
proportion of the girls, it seemed to me, had no more
concern in music for music's sake than they had in the
career
of Archilochus, and even among the cleverest
students I felt that there were few, if any, who had
real interest in music apart from its relation to themIf music had not existed they would have felt
selves.
no compelling impulse to create it. Their relation to it
was professional,
not vital. What I must try to give
you, however, is some account of the students in their
relation to me. My opinions of them in relation to
music would probably not be interesting anywhere ;
here, in any case, they are scarcely relevant. But perhaps
in describing
my disappointment
in the girIs
as
artists and Bohemians my disappointment
in them in
relation
to myself has already been suggested. Academy
life was just school life obbligato-the
girls, school
girls
scherzando
A few of the more ambitious students
dressed a trifle oddly perhaps, and one or two may have
had ideas on free love, and such things. But when I
had compared myself with the oddest woman amongst
them I was still odd, for still,
you understand
the

comparison
was between myself and a woman. The oddest
woman was still a woman. What exactly,
I asked
myself,had I hoped musical students to be like? Myself,
I suppose I must answer : neither man nor woman :
myself plus a genius for music.
But if I was disappointed in the women I was mortified by the men.
Perhaps you have been wondering why I have given no
description of the men-students.
Well, I confess I
never said a word to one of them. I disliked them at
sight, and observation
of them only italicised my
antipathy.
Rightly or wrongly
I came to the conclusion
that while women may become exclusively imitative
artists without damage to their mind and nature, men
cannot.
Artistic imitative ability, so it seems to me, is
exclusively developed by men only at the certainty of
the emasculation
of their artistic
creative
power.
women do not cease to be women when they become
artistes, but men degenerate. My discovery is not new.
No doubt the old Athenian slaves included some very
clever performers-we
know they did, for does not
Plato laugh at them?-but they were only brought in at
banquets to entertain the guests ; they were neither expected nor allowed to compose. Dancers, actors,
instrumentalists,
mere imitative artists of all kinds are
to me the slaves in the world
of art.
They
imitate
and they stoop
to do it.
They
fetch
and carry
for art.
They
are
the
precocious
children who come clown to show off at dessert. They
are the clever pets who can go through a number of
tricks,
I despise them even while I listen. Once again,
however, I must warn you against a plausible deduction.
Even though I found no common spirit with either the
women or men, I think I may say that I was on very
good terms with most of the former
I “did” theatres
with them ; I spent evenings in their rooms and I
listened acceptably to their views on their two main
topics --men and clothes
In all such respects, as a
matter of fact I found myself treated very much as I
had been treated at school that is, with goodwill and
kindliness and in return my feelings towards Academy
life were a repetition of those I had experienced towards
life at school The comparison goes even further Just
as an interest in certain subjects--to be precise in Greek
alone, I fear !--made school tolerable in spite of its
intolerable aspects my interest in music kept me at the
Academy long after the disillusionment of my hopes of
the students. Since I should never, I told myself, find
the person or thing or miracle I was looking for, why
not stay where at least I had a definite interest? But
then one day came a still unforgotten remark : the
remark
mark for which I had been waiting in fear and
expectancy
a
.
That’st good-excellent
almost a man’s touch, one
of my professors said, laughing doubtless thinking to
please me
A man’s
Well, you know you never played quite like a woman,
Miss Reed, though I can’t say you play quite like a
man.
To tell you that I bolted from the blue of the Academy
would be to sacrifice the fact to truth. Rut it is true to
say that I only stayed long enough to make my leaving unremarkable.
The longer I live the more do I regret the next step
I took, though since this last trick of Fate had shown
all imaginable endeavours of mine to comfort myself to
be unavailing, I should not now be surprised at anything I had done then. So far, you will understand, I

had kept my own counsel. I had confided to no one
that I believed myself to be radically different from
others, and no one, I suppose, from any word of mine
divined the enigma I presented to myself. I know now
that I should have continued to keep my troubles to
myself (that is until a prospective flight into Egypt cast
the need for caution aside !). So weary of them was I,
however, that it was just this that I felt I could no
longer do. There came an hour of depression when I
took them to my uncle, and I repeat, I have never ceased
to regret the step. Confidence, it seems to me, is like
a white dress that won’t wash. you have never finished
paying for it. One piece of confidence, moreover, leads
to another. Your confidant, like the drunkard, always
wants “just one more,” and having set foot on the
wrong road, you, on your part, do not know for the life
of you at what point to leave it. Where I was wrong
in particular was in imagining that if my troubles were
indeed peculiar to myself, anyone but an impossible
second I could understand a part of them; and not to
understand,
I found,
was to pooh-pooh.
It was
bound to be so, and common
sense would have
suggested that common sense could only assume that
form.
In my uncle’s eyes my peculiarities
were
inevitably
mere whims and fancies,
real only because
I chose
to think
them
so.
Overwork
wasas the diagnosis ; and change of air and society,
plenty of sleep and food and exercise, was the remedy.
without
I own having much faith in the treatment, I
docilely did as I was advised. I went abroad : I lived
in the country : I rode : I swam : I met scores of nice
people: I laughed:
I made jokes: I even laughed at
myself.
All in vain. Though I was now physically as
well as anyone could be, my ‘‘whims” never left me.
They remained in the midst of perfect health. It’s my
mind that is ill, uncle not my body, I said at last. Selfcentred, was the rational reply. Forget yourself in helping others
And off I was taken on a tour of social
workers and ministers. Lest 1 should appear to be writing in bitterness or contempt either for my uncle or religion, let me here assure you that I have neither feeling
for either 11‘ my views on religion are of any interest to
your I will try to explain them in some other letter; in
this one it is only necessary to say that for my uncle’s
religious beliefs I had, and have, nothing but respect.
I ani only sorry for his sake that since mine did not lead
me to church, and about it and around, as his did, he
should have assumed to his sorrow first that I was not a
Christian,
and nest that had I been one my troubles
would have vanished like a dream.
I confess that my
pillow is the only witness I have of my own reIigion : but
had I every church in Great Britain my troubles would,
I believe, still be my troubles. Religion may drug: it
may mitigate : it may dignify It cannot cure. Only a
miracle can do that. Rut while I altogether acquit my
uncle of any attempt to force me into social work,
undoubtedly
what he thought I needed was a change of
heart; and I believe he hoped that by contact with
people he considered truly religious I should catch some
of their- fire. WelI, I did my best to ignite, but even
the furnace of the West London Mission left me as chill
as a winter’s dawn I remained shiveringly uninspired.
Church work may be a vocation for some and a pastime
to others. For me it was nothing else than a
perversion. I had to force myself every step of the way. The
incongruity of myself as a social worker must have
been very obvious, too, for none of the women ever
treated me as one of themselves. They would chatter
and be as pleasant as you like with me, but when, for
instance, it came to work, I might have been a mascot
for all they expected me to do. Oh, don’t you bother
about that, they would say.
Come along and talk
while we do it. Neither, despite their friendliness, did
they seem completely at ease with me. I had the feeling that they thought of me at arm’s length. To feel
that I was inaccessible by design would have been
provokingenough for them; but to feel as they must have

felt, had they a suspicion of the truth, that they were
being kept at arm’s length unintentionally,
must have
been as baffling €or them as it was for me. It
was
during
these attempts to make a social worker of myself
that, shrinking from them as, I think, by instinct, I
yet went in for cooking and sewing and creche work
and so on-only, as it turned out in every case, to be
told that things domestic didn’t suit me, that in short,
I suppose, behaving like a woman didn’t suit me. Quite
true, of course. I had only to watch the way the other
women did things to realise how true it was. But to
have the truth pointed out by others makes it no easier
to bear, though indeed I prefer that people should see
and say rather than see and deny. I have suffered more
from the latter who insist very gently,
but very
firmly, that my ideas of myself are a pack of whims, and
recommend me to cast my care upon God, to think of
others as much as I think of myself, and to discover,
after all, that I am quite an ordinary person!
Oh
God, it only I were If only that were possible. No one
knows of my secret attempts to do ordinary things in
ordinary ways.
I rehearsed them alone in my room
from midnight till morning
I used to practise carrying
a little handbag : I used to practise taking a little
powder-puff out of it : I used to practise arch little
looks--- shrill little laughs--oh
how I used to practise
and practise every one of the thousand little adorable
and dainty ways of a woman I Hopeless ! After weeks
of‘ rehearsal I was still as awkward as a waxwork Oh,
I am afraid of myself What is going
I hate myself
to happen to me What am I? Why am I like this?
But I shall make you as weary of me as I am of myself.
Writing of my failures is so very depressing. There !
I will change the scene to a more successful one, and
now you are to picture me in the country horse-breaking
!
The sudden jump ought not to surprise you if you
remember my early love of horses. I cannot, of course
say that God meant me to be a jockey-for what He
did mean me to he is still my problem ; but at least I
knew now that He did not mean me to be a churchworker.
However
: went into the country with no
notion of horse-breaking
I simply wanted to ride and
ride till I was too tired to think or feel. And the idea
of horse-breaking only occurred to me when I found
that the man I chanced to hire from was a horsebreaker
To condense the doings of the next six months
into a few lines is to give you no account of my adventures during that time. But all that you will miss
is a tedious description of a series of bucks and jumps
and ups and downs which nevertheless made up what
I now think was the happiest experience of my life.
What church work is to some, horse-breaking,
I
suppose
,
was to me-a
continuous intoxication. Moreover,
there were other advantages in it. It brought me into
the company of people with whom I had at least one
common interest, Then no one expected a horsebreaker
to be particularly feminine. On the contrary, my novel
trouble was to be sufficiently masculine for the part-if,
that is, to be fierce in vocabulary is to be pre-eminently
masculine.
Of course, there were moments when I
shrugged
my shoulders
at being
so elementarily
diverted.
But it was no use highfalutin.
I never
it is true, mistook horse-breaking for my vocation, but
it was undoubtedly the most congenial of all the diversions I had tried : I was content to let it serve till I
should discover the duty born not made, for that there
might be such was my occasional belief and continual
hope. It seems to me, therefore, quite possible that I
should still be horse-breaking, but for a series of accidents which put a violent end to it. On this occasion,
however, I had scarcely time to grumble at Fate’s
fresh fall before she came hurrying along with another
peace-offering
of experience-an
invitation
to go into
Fleet
Street.
But the very recollection of my life
there sickens me : too much so for me to embark upon
an account of it at this end of a letter. And you will
welcome a night’s rest as well !
Yours
sincerely,
ACTON REED.
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I.-THE
Bible
THE true Grotesque appears in a fluid mask of noble
laughter.
So let me continue to discuss its truth and
merits.
There are three ways of reading the Bible :
(11 Literally ; (2) Imaginatively ; (3) Historically.
As
a boy I first read it literally. I was brought up within
the stately shadow of Hampton Court Palace by artist
parents who wisely left me free to divine my own faith.
Accident threw me into the company of an old theologian.
Seated in the picturesque grounds of the
Palace, we used repeatedly to read over the great old
books together.
I remember there was the simple and
imaginative
“ Pilgrim’s Progress,”
that amazing
epic
of the Middle Ages; “The Divine Comedy,” the delirious
“ Don Quixote, ”
the marvellously
jewelled
“Arabian Nights,”
and the Bible, with its incomparable style and vast experience. My theologian painted
them all in one colour-as written.
So that my first
taste of the Bible was an actual blend of the smoke of
the incense and the brimstone which ascends up before
the spectator out of Adelphi’s melodrama.
At the end
of three years my theologian died, and I found another
companion in a poet.
I le loosened my imagination
and taught me how to destroy the actual vision of the
great joy-books, with the result that I quitted the
theological I Heaven and Hell and army of bogies, some
In the light of my
of them with tails like scorpions.
poet’s interpretation
the great books became to me
lightning flashes of revelation. Young though I was,
the experience was not wasted, for I found it overflowing, as it were with fundamental principles. Thus
I got the leading principle that all great works of
Literature are one and single in projection. They are
presented
to highly sensitised instruments
of expression, called authors, by a universal informing spirit.
It means they are one and single in spirit, vision, and
interpretation.
Rut the interpretation has many aspects.
It is a diamond having many facets.
Each facet
represents
a certain individuality
imparted
by
the
author’s particular experience and power of fusion with
the universal agent, each being in fact an individualised
product, as the many and varied expositions of religion
(conceived of as a refining principle that may be used
to pick the human soul clean of imperfection) may be
said to be the echoes of one and single interpretation
of one and single revelation of the origin and nature
of this principle, received
by inspired priests
and
prophets, Mahomet
Buddha, Confucius, Moses, Jesus,
and the rest.
It seemed to me, then, that looking at these fine
books through the poetic temperament I saw the principle that all truly great books are first universal
spirit-books
before
truly great authors
give
them
literary flesh and blood, and all truly great authors
stand four-square
to the universal comedy-spirit
in
the sight of which they are equal. So first I saw these
books issuing from the hands of a single agent of
revelation, and then I saw other principles at work
equipping them for the battle of everlasting life. Now
one cannot observe that the common foundation
of
revelation upon which so many vital men stand is a
sound agent without observing what makes
it
so.
There is spirit, for one thing. I shall hear, of course,
that spirit is vague, just as joy is said to be vague;
that nobody wants to hear about it simply because, I
suppose, few possess it in England.
Still, I will
venture to affirm that spirit is the revealing agent, and
that
definite characteristics may be assigned to it,
such as livingness and joy. And I will add, at the
risk of appearing to dwell too long on the topic of the
Grotesque-for
this is the spirit I have in mind-first
falling into matter, that it works through men in a
fine and subtle way to externalise itself in flashes of
play characterised
by laughter. Examine the work of
Mozart and Beethoven and see how true this is.

It is not difficult to discover the said principle operating
in the Bible.
As we know, learned men have
tumbled over each other in their attempts to make
known the chief characteristics
of the Bible.
Fat
books have been filled in the attempt to prove it is the
Word of God (God being simply a combination
of
letters conveying the idea of a spiritual presence), and
Bible,”
therefore one and single in projection. “The
says Matthew Arnold, “whatever
people may think
and say is the great inspirer”;
it stands erect upon
revelation; it is the emblem of joyful livingness; it has
a poetry and dance foundation; it is intensely dramatic
but not tragic in the Aristotlean sense.
So that it
contains no tragedy which, from the new point of
view, may not be comedy. “The order of the smile”
(as Meredith defines comedy) runs like a thread of
quicksilver through
its darkest passages, as through
those of Sakuntala and Shakespeare.
The Bible, like
Heaven, approves of laughter. Luther from the heights
of his child-like vision declares that the grace
keynote
of God is “nothing but laughter
and joy.” Each
of its great prophets, seers, and teachers is a vital
man who seems to echo Sarah’s words, “God hath
prepared laughter for me ; everyone that heareth shall
laugh with me. ”
“And one laughed, and another
laughed,
and they all laughed together,”
as Bunyan
would say. Look how the divine mystery of laughter
fills the “Songs” of Moses and Miriam the exquisite
Song of Songs, and underlies the Mosaic chant of Life,
and the wisdom of Solomon. And look how a debased
laughter and ignoble grotesque marks the passage of
Solomon to the lowest forms of extravagance,
like
comedy slowing down to tragedy, and this to melodrama
.
Throughout the Old Testament the most joyous laughter alternates
with
that
of
the bitterest
cynicism as of Ecclesiastes, and even with that of the
cheapest cynicism of false prophets, the lower order
of philosophers
and satirists.
Observe,
too, how
deeply laughter, “like sunshine and music: and love,’’
is prepared for us by God’s intermediary, Jesus. He
accepts it from the fountain-head and uses it so. To
Him “laughter is a gift from the Supreme Giver, to be
used and not abused. ” His is happy laughter which
blends with tears and sets man piping through his
tears.
Luke reports Jesus as saying, ‘‘Blessed are
they that mourn ; for they shall laugh.”
Thus He
makes ‘‘laughter a symbol of all spiritual gladness, ”
and He lives in a spirit of laughter. The life of Jesus
is in fact a Divine Comedy having a perfect form of
dramatic action. It begins with material birth and ends
with spiritual transfiguration.
It progresses
through
successive stages of unfolding, and, indeed, follows the
course of dramatic initiation.
The fact of the matter is the laughter of the Bible
belongs essentially to the spirit actuating its principal
players, as well as to the healthy, joyous nature of the
players
themselves.
These players are a vital breed
possessing in a large degree the child-heart and childvision,
One can imagine them (Jesus included) viewing the world of men open-eyed, regarding
it as a
symbol of utter debasement and a stage in a refining
process, perceiving its folly and uselessness, its parched
and fevered souls, and behind these ugly forms the
truths of a Reality “leaping and flashing from morning
to night.” And one can imagine some of them growing a little weary and resentful at times, and allowing
these feelings to blind them to Reality, so that bitter
cynicism couches their eyes to see only the ugliness
of the world, “and yon inverted bowl we call the sky,
whereunder crawling cooped we live and die,” as Omar
says.
But, joyous or bitter, the universal spirit is
there.
It is the spirit to which Professor Geddes refers
where he says of the Bible, “What
other
literature
affords such a wealth of plans and plots of life? From
cosmic and human origins onwards, through Patriarchal
ages and Mosaic traditions, through tales of Judges
and chronicles of Kings, books of the Law and the
Prophets,
of Psalms
and Wisdom-what.
variety
of
subject and detail, what intensity of contrast, what

richness
of
splendour.
and, above
spirit.”
It
fluid mask
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scenic possibilities,
from simplicity
to
What multitudinous
types of personality ;
all, what high and sustained moods of the
is the spirit of true Grotesque wearing the
of noble laughter.
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As the correspondence columns show, I am in the
wars; and I must, therefore, lay about me if I am to
escape with a whole skin. Let Dr. Oscar Levy be the
first to regret he ever laid his hands upon me.
Defending
Mr. Leo Berg, the author of “A Study of the Superman
,”
Dr. Levy asks whether it does not show a deep
clistrust of bourgeois values to claim that the elite of
society is to be found in reformatories and brothels; and
he goes on to contrast this exalted attitude with my
creeping affection for the simple things worthy of
respect.
My reply is that such a statement as that made
by Mr. Berg may arise from one of many motives, the
very last of which in all probability is the motive of
distrust
of the bourgeois
It may, for instance, as in
cases known to me, arise from that peculiarly bourgeois
desire to shock the bourgeoisie ; or it may arise from the
parrot’s habit of echoing the last phrase it has heard ;
or it may arise from a desire to convince oneself that
one is a formidable fellow Not knowing Mr. Berg I
cannot be certain which of these motives stirred him to
utter this sentence ; but knowing several supermen of
his species, I hazarded the guess that his motive was
not, at any rate, intellectual honesty. To believe sincerely that supermen are exclusively to be found in
prisons and brothels entails the obligation of looking for
them there; and
I repeat that my experience of
Nietzscheans is that the last places in which they seek
their masters, friends and disciples are the places where
alone they say they arc to be found.
Of Dr. Oscar
Levy himself, I make no exception
To the best of my
belief his surroundings,
his associate
and his haunts
arc of the most respectable character.
I believe he does
not number a murderer among his friends, or a convict
prison among his places of call. He lived while in England
land in a commodious house surrounded by a11 the
amenities
intellectual bourgeoisie
and now that the
war r is making every belligerent country uncomfortable
he resides in a bourgeois hotel in Switzerland.
Very
sensible, too, for a man with only literary convictions:
but he must not pretend that he is looking €or supermen.
Where your treasure is there is your life also.
Mr. Burdett next. As the dedicatee of Mr. Gardner’s
solemn nonsense about Blake, Mr. Burdett naturally
feels my comments upon the book as a reflection upon
himself.
His defence, however, proves him to have
read Mr. Gardner’s work less carefully than I have;
and to have come to conclusions not only different from
mine but different from the author’s.
He contends that
the unique value of Mr. Gardner’s Study of Blake lies
in (a) the relation of Blake to his contemporaries,
Wesley
and Whitfield, and (b) “the most complete
interpretation
of
Blake’s
symbolism
yet
attempted.
”
The
author himself, however, has quite other notions of the
value of his own work. For, first he says that his book
is a study of Blake in modern thought-meaningby
modern thought the speculations
of Nietzsche, Shaw,
Meredith Ibsen, Strindberg, Yeats etc. ; secondly, he
devotes only a page or two to the comparison of Blake
with Wesley and Whitfield-and without a single quotation
from either of the latter ; and, thirdly, after attempting
a brief explanation
of Blake’s symbolism (just about
one-twentieth
as long and one-hundredth
as complete
as the monumental work of Ellis and Yeats), he
confesses
that
he
does
not understand
Blake’s
symbolism
himself.
There is nothing to he wondered at in that,

for Blake had a private symbolism of the most
individual
and arbitrary
type, the key to which will never
be found, and is not worth finding.
Rut to claim,
as Mr. Burdett does, that Mr. Gardner has contributed
something unique upon the subject is to expose his
author to ridicule.
I will only add this note to his remark
upon my “swashbuckling”
: that my readers
are
as good judges as he can be. To swashbuckle is, I take
it, to expend a great deal of energy in killing a fly; or,
again, it is to make a pretence of fury when none is felt
and no damage is intended to be done. In neither sense
did I swashbuckle about Mr. Gardner’s work upon
Blake.
+**
This way, “A. E.
if you please. Here, I admit,
I must exercise a little more caution; more even than
“ A. E. R.” has exercised with me : for he accuses me
of having “determined
as long ago as August, 1914,
“not to accept the psycho-analytic explanation of Hamlet
let’s mystery.”
I determined nothing of the kind, and
I never said I did. I said, on the contrary, that if
I were disposed to accept a psycho-analytic explanation,
A
E. R.’s” argument would have convinced me; but
that the reason that indisposed me was the sufficiency
of the explanation
I had already offered, that of
spiritual shock
“A. E. R.” now denies that I have
offered
any explanation though at the time he
complimented
me
upon
the
ingenuity
of
it
!
However
there it is, and I repeat it that an adequate explanation
of the mystery
of Hamlet
is his spiritual
shock
arising from the discovery that his idealised mother had
knowingly married the murderer of his idolised father.
To deny, as “ A. E. R.” does, that this is any “explanation” whatever is to assume, in the first place, that
a mystery both to Hamlet and Shakespeare is completely
explicable
and,
in the second place, that another
explanation such as the incest-motive offered by Freud
is more satisfactory. Regarding the first, I dissent
entirely from the assumption that a literary critic is hound
to seck for other than literary explanations of a work
of art. To endeavour to penetrate Hamlet ’s mystery
further than Shakespeare penetrated it himself is to go
outside the boundaries of art into the region of science
It is to be not Hamlet’s critic, but his medical attenattendant
Consider where this would lead us if‘ the same
method were applied
to
the other Shakespearean
tragedies.
Lear’s madness we should trace to a fall
in youth or to a strain of morbid ancestry. Macbeth’s
ambition would be represented as the outcome of a
lesion of the brain produced by overwork. Othello’s
jealousy would plainly be due to an unhappy experience
of the faithlessness of his nurse. Without denying,
for
a moment, the possible medical and psychological discoveries
possible
upon these ‘lines, what
I am
concerned to point out is their irrelevance to literary or
artistic
criticism.
Art is not concerned with origins,
but with outcomes.
To use Jung’s illustration
(to
which “ A. E. 12.” takes objection), Art is not concerned with the mineralogical elements
of Cologne
Cathedral,
but with
the form and design of the
Cathedral
itself. As to the second assumption, I would
remark that “ A. R. R. has got no nearer the mystery
of
Hamlet
by translating
my
phrase
“spiritual
shock”
into “suppressed
incestuous desire.” The
interest-motive in place of the motive of shock is merely
the substitution of scientific jargon for common human
language; and it carries us, as I say, right away from
the language of every day-such
as Shakespeare
and
every other artist ernploy-into
the language
of the
psychological clinic without adding any real explanation
of
the
literary
problern. Psycho-analysis,
I agree
with “ A. E. R
has come to stay. All I suggest
is that it should stay where it belongs. As a means
to the study of psychology, it is invaluable; but it has
about as much to do with art and literature as
stethoscopic
observation
has
to do with
the love-lyrics of
English poetry One is science, the other is art.
R. H. C.
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By C. E. Bechhofer.
\TI.--THE
INGENIOUS
HIDALGO
AGAIN.
As was described in the last tale, Don Ramiro de la
Maeztu, after his stupendous conflicts with the birdknights and the sawyers, was carried away by his unwarlike steed to where his squire was breakfasting by
the roadside. Then he was said to have raised his eyes
and to have seen-and
there that tale ended. Now,
what actually attracted Don Ramiro’s attention was a
huge cloud of dust rapidly approaching, wherein could
be distinguished the forms of men quarrelling and fighting. “By the Mercy of Torquemada !’’ cried the Knight
of the Doleful Doctrine, rapidly turning his steed, which
was now quite tractable, “ an adventure ! ”
At once he trotted out into the middle of the road,
and, gripping his lance firmly, awaited the newcomers.
These reached him at the same time as Hanco Panza
ambled up on his donkey.
There were three ragged
fellows pursued by five or six stout well-clad officers,
the latter armed with rifles.
“ Hold, stand.
By the
stake and the galllows ! Halt, or my lance shall cleave
you all in twain cried the Knight, and hurled himself
in the way of the fugitives.
“ Good sir, kind gentleman,”
cried one of these,
help us to escape from our persecutors.”
“Are you persecuted?” cried the Knight. “0 wicked,
wicked world ! ”
“That we are,” replied
the man who had
first
addressed him, “and right grievously. 0 save us, sir,
from our cruel tyrants, and you, kind sir on the ass,
grant us your help.”
“Poor fellows,” quoth Hanco “hut sec, are those
The
not handy branches lying there by the roadside?”
fugitives hastily armed themselves with the branches
Just then their pursuers came up and had it not been
for the sight of the new weapons, would have to ken
hold of the fugitives.
As it was, the two parties stood
on opposite sides of Don Ramiro and I Hanco and drew
their breath,
Wjo are you?” asked the Knight, “and what means
this enmity?” Then to the fugitives : “Why,
gentlemen
”
said he, “do these
men persecute
and attack
you ?”
Why
cried one of their pursuers, because
they
arc prisoners of the law, whom we are conveying from
the courts to the galleys. They took advantage of the
kindness whereby we loosed their chains that they might
walk more easily,. and, when we turned aside just I now
to buy a real’s worth of dried apricots, they snapped
their cords and ran away.”
“Is that so?’’ asked Don Ramiro of the leader of
the
convicts
“Every word,” he replied, and
I conjure you as
valorous and noble gentlemen to help us to overpower
these our base oppressors.”
Ah, rogue, rogue,” said Hanco
“ how knewest
thou I was agentleman?-Master,
will you not aid
these honest men? I shall draw my donkey aside and
admire your prowess.’’
“Whoever you may be, ’ ’ interjected one of the police
to Don Ramiro, “I call on you, in the name of justice
and the law, to help us arrest these men.”
“And I, noble sir,” cried the fugitive again,
entreat
your aid to regain us that fair liberty which otherwise
we shall lose.
We entreat your aid, in Freedom’s
name !”
Then Don Ramiro, bracing himself in his stirrups
and gripping his lance tightly, thus addressed the fugitives, much, to their amazement : “On liberty. ’Liberty
is the vilest horror that the folly of man hath invented,

nd exceeds in worthlessness
all the vices which the
world contains within its bosom, or the sea conceals
Liberty, as well as egoism, man ought to forgo a
thousand times more easily even than his life for neither
Hanco,
it nor his life is worth a rush. Thou knowest
the luxury and abundance we have oftentimes enjoyed
in hospitable mansions ; yet amidst those seasoned
banquets, those cool and delicious liquors I felt as if I
had suffered the extremity of hunger and thirst because
eating them with the same freedom as if they had been
my own, I esd not forced by an outer authority to enjoy
them against my willill. 0 ye villainous wretches
who
seek tu induce me to betray law, authority, and justice
for your despicable and base and vile Liberty ! At you,
thievishish vagabonds !” And with this, Don Ramiro fell
upon the fugitives and belaboured them so soundly that
they had no further thoughts of escaping, and suffered
themselves to be taken up and handcuffed by the officers
of the law.
Nor were the latter ungrateful for the Knight’s aid.
What
the duke hears of this, Sir Knight,” said their
spokesrnan, “lie will surely reward you. ”
“Of whom speak you ?” said Don Ramiro.
“Of our mighty and famous master, the Duke
resulted
plied
the
other,
“whose
majesty
these
rogues
for which their punishments were laid on them.”
What !” cried Don Ramiro ‘‘ mean you to tell me
that ’tis a man sends these fellows to the galleys, and
for an offence against the dignity of his own person?”
“Even so,” said the policeman.
“By the Clemency of Pilate,”
cried the Knight,
“how grievously have the magicians again misled me !”
Then raising his voice, he cried in a loud voice, “On
the dignity of persons. Rash and overweening arc the
foolish men that presume to claim rights and privileges
of person. Imperfect are men sent into the world, and
imperfect will they leave it. Woe unto them that anoint
themselves masters of authority ! Woe unto them that
set a value to their personality ! Woe unto: them that
add a dignity to their persons ! Is there pride in an
innocent gate, performing its functions and claiming no
rights?
How much less, then, in sinful humans, whose
appetites far outnumber their good deeds and whose
follies are a bottomless ocean ! Woe unto all usurpers
of authority ! Woe unto them who not by function but
by pride are anointed !”
By the time the Knight of the Doleful Doctrine had
finished this harangue the police and their prisoners
were already some way off. Don Ramiro had, indeed,
desired to keep pace with them, but every time in the
course of his lamentation that he had uttered a “Woe !”
his horse, which thought itself addressed, had stopped
stock-still.
And this, too, Don Ramiro at first thought
to be the work of the malicious enchanters who plagued
him, but, realising finally to what it was due, he closed
up the torrent of his words and, thrusting his spurs
deep into his horse’s skinny sides, speedily came up
with the others.
“Hark ye, sir captors.” cried he, “tell me in whose
name you entreated my aid.”
“In the name of justice and the law
replied the
chief OF the policemen.
And in whose name do you bear off these poor fellows
to their punishment ?’ asked the Knight
Why
replied the other, “in that of our sovereign
Duke, whose word is law
At this Don Ramiro could not restrain his wrath,
but crying, “Equivocators ! Blasphemers ! Vile and
accursed authoritarian heretics ! Have at ye !” he fixed
his weapons and dashed at them But they received
his attack with a volley of stones one of which striking
our Knight’s mount in the breast, threw him and his
rider down to the ground,
where
here they lay, too encumbered
with
weapons,
trappings,
and
armour
tu
rise.
And here the police and their captives left them, each
outvying the others in cursing the Knight, on the one
side, for folly on the other for inhumanity
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You have probably never heard OF Alphonse Ribote the
French poet of the decadent school.
Neither had I,
until he was unforgettably brought before my notice by
the circumstances I am about to record.
Perhaps I can best do justice to the bare facts
concerning
Ribote
by an extract from that encyclopaedic
and illuminating
work
in seven volumes
entitled
“Grundriss
der franzosischen
Dichtung
von
den
fruhesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart
by one Dr.
Wolfgang
Boltz. In thc fourth chapter of the
seventeenth
section
of the sixth volume there
is, under the
general heading : ‘Dynamic
‘
Tendencies of the
post-Verlainean
lyric
a
further
sub-division
labelled,
“The
Grenelle group of Eccentrics and Degenerates. ” Thus
do we finally arrive at Alphonse Ribote, of whom the
worthy Boltz begins thus :Ribote,
Alpshone,
Victor,Achille
,
Celeste Neoptoleme
September
1867 at St. Cloud
enjoyed at
the Lycee Henry IV and afterwards at thc Sorbonne
where lie devoted himself especially to the study of
archaeology
and forensic medicine
a careful education On thc
completion of his academic career he became a collaborator
of the Tourtiere
a humorous journal,
and drifted
into irregular habits of intemperance and noctambulism
He died in the Hopital de la Vierge Immaculee on January
1891.
His
lyrics
are contained
in
a
single
volume Ultima Thule
the entire edition of which, with
the exception of about six copies, the erratic poet is said
to have destroyed in a fit of delirium tremens.
The literary activity of Ribote examplifies the artistic
dictum . . .
Rut here the. good Boltz becomes aesthetic arid
stodgy.
Let us leave him.
I must now bring upon the scene my friend Wilfred
Manton
a personality of much greater moment.
Wilfred’s
interest in literature and the arts has induced him
to institute informal gatherings
every Thursday night
in his rooms. Wilfred
by the way has reached the
subtle stage in social progress which enables a man to
eschew lodgings and live in rooms.) At these gatherings you will meet various young people who write (or
paint), or are immediately about to write (or paint).
There is no definite basis upon which the right of entry
is settled
It is left chiefly to the hospitality (or, more
often), to the human tolerance of Manton, who, rather
fancying himself as a Maecenas is not lover exacting- in
the matter. Of course, there are some guests whose
presence
is obviously justified
Wade, for example,
who has contributed an article on drama to a review
which has since ceased to appear (through no fault of
Wade’s
is clearly eligible. So, too, in a less degree,
is Gilham, whose acquaintance
with\ limericks and
kindred pruducts must surely be unique.
(Gilham, I
have always thought, provides a crushing rejoinder to
those who lament the inefficiency of our two oldestestablished universities.)
Then there
is young
Nye,
who reads all the literary papers, and refers to them all
with the same copious abuse. Young Nye displays an
equal impartiality in dealing with his fellow-men.
I
have known him between sips at a stiff helping of Manton’s
ton’s best whisky and in full enjoyment of a “Kopros”
cigarette from the same open-handed source, provide
Manton
with
enough material for several slander
actions.
It is, indeed, fortunate that little Nye’s
sincerity and Manton’s toleration just balance each other
On the other hand, there are some very regular
visitors
,
whose qualifications
lor admission are far from
obvisou
I have a suspicion that, in some cases at
least it is Manton’s liberality in tobacco and
refreshments
generally
but
we
will
proceed.
There
here arc occasions
hen
Manton’s
gatherings
are
graced by the presence of some visitor whose association with the arts is more firmly established than is
usual amongst us.
I do not pretend to know how
Manton induces these spirits to appear from the vasty
deep, but appear they do. Thus we have feasted our

eyes on the quaintly garbed Eli Peck, of whom you
have already heard with increasing awe. On another
occasion, the renowned Clarence Fripp read to us
extracts from his unpublished works.
And so on. When
these special treats are in progress, our worthy Manton
trips about chirruping like a sparrow ; he oozes and
bubbles with infantile glee ; his hair becomes
appropriately
ruffled
and
his
glasses
sit
askew
All
his
normal good qualities arc squared or cubed, or
sometimes
raised
even
to the fourth degree according to the
mathematical factor represented by the distinguished
visitor.
When Eli Peck came, I fully thought every
moment that Manton would take unto himself wings
and flit about round the cornices of his sitting-room.
One evening
last winter Manton
had persuaded
Howard Ribblesdale to pop in for half an hour or so.
Ribblesdale name, I need not remind you is quite a
sound one and, at a rough estimate, the symbol €or our
host
was Manton
In person, Ribblesdale is dapper
and precise; he has managed to achieve the Oxford
manner without ever hating
been there
Odi
profanumvulgus chants his black velvet coat, and his
pince-nez replies with a suitable antiphony. His literary
importance rests chiefly in his connection
with
a very
exclusive journal
which
under the title
appears
at irregular intervals, and mystifies most of its readers.
It might be said that Ribblesdale is editor of this publication, were it not too sacrosanct to be desecrated by
sordid editorship.
Ribblesdale’s
writing
is generally
alluded to wtih bated breath by his devotees as Hellenic
with justice,
I must admit
for his poems are
certainly all Greek to me
The Hellenist also has a
bent-or,
rather
a twist--for
modern French poets,
especially those who have looked upon the rhythm while
it is free.
‘Their obscurer verses he translates
into
English that is a shade more unintelligible
than the
original, and from time to time he writes subtle and
unreadable “appreciations”
of their “personalities.
”
Such is Ribblesdale ; and there we were in Manton’s
rooms with the great man before us. Panting and pinkishly
mottled from the ascent, he flung aside his flowing
(and rat her shabby cloak (he was, of course, hatless),
arid sank into Manton’s deepest armchair.
Manton’s brought suitable refreshments,
which the
Hellenist waved aside with a gently deprecating air,
and then, rather inconsistently, as I thought, produced
a charred and clumsy pipe. There was silence for a few
moments ; then little Nye whispered commiserations
with Gilham one of whose quaint sagas had been interrupted by the new arrival. Manton good fellow, decided that the costs of the conversation must be defrayed by him, and, as generally happens, when his
generosity is thus unfuly taxed, he began to babble at
random.
For a minute or so, my attention was distracted by
Gilham, who for the benefit of little Nye was murmuring
the climax of his anecdote into a few select and
appreciative
ears. By the time I again concentrated
on Manton his voice was still droning on :. . . . people who collect books just because they are
books.
Might as well collect stamps, or ’bus-tickets,
or caterpillars.
Now, I never add a book to my
library unless I intend to read it. Mark you, I don’t
say” (this in a sudden burst of conscientious candour)
“that I always rend them immediately, or that I have
read them nearly all. Oh, no. They nil1 all be read,
sooner or later, though.
But as for bibliophiles and
their precious rarities, pah !”
The excellent Manton
had worked himself up into quite a toy frenzy.
Ribblesdale chewed resolutely at the stem of his pipe,
with an expression which would have betokened
boredom
in anyone else, but which
in his case, was probably nothing worse than meditation.
He twisted his
mouth significantly blew a cloud of smoke into the fireplace, and, with the air of one who is about to found a
new philosophy,
or promulgate undiscovered theorems,
remarked deeply :-“Urn !”

Whereupon he arose,
and with
a strange prying
gesture peered with myopic stoop among Manton’s
shelves. “Hm,” he observed, and then : “Umph, ha !”
The last interjection was in quite another key than
his previous mumblings. He followed it up by swooping
upon a pile of paper-colered pamphlets, of which he
seized the top one.
“Gad !” explained the great man and became quite
animated
We was no longer the brooding and taciturn
seer
By Jove !” he added, and then, just like
an ordinary mortal : Where did you pick that up?”
Regardless of
everything
but sheer curiosity, we all
crowded round him ln his hand he held a pamphlet
of twenty or thirty pages. At the top of the title-page
sprawled in long thin letters the name “ALPHONSE
Ribote
; underneath this, in fat and curly script, the
title Ultima
THULE”
; while at the bottom,
in
ordinary
print,
stood
: “Bruselles,
Imprimerie
de
Gustave
Putois 1890. ”
Manton could not recollect
where
he had obtained it.
The title did not convey much to him, nor, in fact, to
any of us who were at this time still quite innocent of
the information I have e quoted from the treatise of the
learned Boltz. Ribblesdale, however who appeared to
know more of the essentials than even that authority,
narrated from the life of the late Alphonse Ribote
details which eclipsed the efforts of Gilham. He quite
won our hearts.
Incidentally and’ with less devotion
we learned the
bibliographical
historyof the
pamphlet Ribblesdale
who it appeared had written an article on the whole
business for the Penny Parnassus
had it all at his
finger tips. Only six copies of this volume had been
traced Not even in the Bibliotheque Nationale, nor in
the British Museum Library, he told us, was it to be
found.
One copy, I belie\-e, was at Baltimore; another
at Boston; a third at Washingotn
Where the others
were I have forgotten.
But Manton’s copy was the
seventh
I suppose ’ ’ asked Manton reflectively when the
first flush of excitement had somewhat cooled, “that
it’s worth a good deal of money?”
It was a sordid question, as Manton clearly realised
just an instant too late.
Ribblesdale shuddered
delicately, but there was only the shade of a rebuke in his
voice, as he answered : “Oh, I really couldn’t say anything about prices, you know. It’s hardly my line.
But think of the gratification of possessing it. I congratulate
you.’’
Manton beamed and purred. The rest of the evening
was spent taking a thorough inventory of his stock of
spirits, with which we drank toasts to the discoverer
and owner of the pamphlet, and also to its distinguished
though
dissipated
author. Ribblesdale left after midnight, arm in arm with little Nye who, from lengthy
practice, was better able to cope with the treacheries of
Manton’s staircase.
Such are the amenities of literature.
Swank is a hard word ; it is a vulgar word ; but I feel
bound to apply it to Manton’s demeanour after the
discovery of the Ribote pamphlet.
He plastered him-‘
self with the noun swank ; he conjugated
the verb
swank in all its moods and tenses.
Most of us reremained true to the old covenant, but it had acquired a
formal character, as of a religious rite which, though
still carried out, has lost the full purport of its origin
and become an empty ceremony Moreover our gatherings
were marred by the encroachment
of seedy and
nondescript strangers,
whose association with literature
must have been of the *remotest. With them Manton
held subdued interviews in corners, after the conversation
had been directed to the only topic which be nom
seemed capable of discussing.
Little Nye said they
were dealers, and we certainly did hear odd reports of
overtures which curio-mongers
had made to Manton
with a view to purchasing the rarity. Large sums of
money were darkly whispered about;
I heard that
Manton
had refused an offer of twenty-six guineas.

Manton himself never referred to this aspect of the
affair in our presence. He only assumed the mysterious
and irritating smile that accompanies the knowledge of
piquant secrets.
One evening we had assembled,
as usual, in that
atmosphere of chilliness which had now replaced our
former moods of genial good-fellowship.
Manton mentioned off-hand that he was expecting a man, and in his
ill-concealed
eagerness
to greet this visitor
barely
toyed with the conversation.
We were all depressed at
the prospect of an intruder whom Manton might well
Little Nye munched
have seen at any other time.
sponge cake and yawned copiously; Gilham was not
there.
Boredom ppreyed on our damask cheeks.
The arrival of the stranger provided a temporary
distraction.
He was a dark man with a heavy jawthe sort of person who might be appropriately consulted
on canine matters. Manton introduced
him to us
perfunctorily did not even catch his name-and
after
some casual conversation
he began
the inevitable
saunter round his bookshelves, which ended with the
inevitable production of the pamphlet. Now and then,
from
the whispered commentary
in the corner, we
caught the usual fragments of speech which
accompanied
the performance : “. . . . you don’t say so !”
. . , . marvellous find !” “ . . . . expert says . . .,”
1‘. . . . just refused large sum.” In a silent interval
the stranger made noises in his throat, which were,
doubtless, intended to express amazement and similar
emotions.
While the students of rarity were in the thick of it,
little Nye, whistling softly in a detached manner,
producedfrom his pocket a copy of the “Penny
Parnassus
”
in
whose
contents
he
was soon elaborately
engrossed.
With a nonchalance
which I cannot help
feeling was a trifle studied, he ran his eyes from column
to column with the air of one who, at the feet of the
great-, is modestly adding to his stock of learning.
Suddenly
his whistling grew prolonged and louder
“I say,” he remarked, with relish, “here’s something
interesting
” He gave a sidelong glance towards Manton
ton, and began to read in a mincingly didactic tone :--Find
Literary
Remarkable
During the renovation of an old house in the Rue des
Petits Champs Paris, a concierge who had occasion to
clear out an underground cellar made a discovery of a
packing-case
reinarkable
character. On opening a heavy
which for some years had stood unnoticed in a dark
corner, be discovered that it was full of small
paper-covered
covered books.
Further investigation on the part of
experts who were wisely called in disclosed the fact that
these volumes comprised the complete edition--close on
two thousand copies-of
ALPHONSE Ribote’s
“ Ultima Thule
Our readers will remember from Mr. Howard Ribblesdale
dale’s article on this reinarkable poet that only about half
a dozen copies were believed to be in existence, a legend
having arisen to the effect that the ill-starred author had
destroyed the remainder. This piece of literary romance
is sure to arouse widespread comment and mill perhaps
hid fair to revive interest in a poet of subtle and distinctive
charm
Back numbers containing Mr. Ribblesdale
fascinating study of Ribote may he obtained direct from
the Office (Dept. I), price
post free.)
Manton’s attention was by this time fully attracted,
and he had an inkling of the worst. Little Nye grinned
, sardonically and he remarked, with a cunning wink at
the rest of us: ‘‘Now, I call that jolly interesting, if
you like. It only shows how you never can be certain
what’s in store for you. Why, there may be all kinds
of things
hidden
away
like that.”
He ruminated
deeply on the prospect
of such treasures.
Then a
thought appeared to strike him. “Rut,
I say,”
he
observed, turning to the unhappy Manton, who was
feverishly scanning
the Penny
Parnassus,”
“Your
pamphlet won’t be worth much now, will it? Two
thousand of ’ern.” He took a deep sip at his whisky.
It was an embarrassing situation for Manton. The
stranger took his leave hastily, and while Manton saw

him to the door, little Nye blatantly commented on
the affair in its various aspects.
Soon we all found
some pretext to get away, and little Nye and myself,
who live neat- each other, went together. “But I say,
old man,”
I said, reprovingly,
“you needn’t have
rubbed it in so. Poor old Manton was quite upset.”
Rub
it in?” queried little Nye “Why, I broke it io
him gently.
Rough on Manton, of course.
But it
had to he done. Anyhow, I bet he won’t go in for
collecting any more rarities. ”
And he was right.

Impressions

of

French

Pronunciation.
Pardon ! I think only a Scotchman may pronounce even
the first part of the word anything like a Frenchman.
The Scotch r is still a liquid.
The French r is so
liquidly said as to verge on l The average English
tongue will never be able to make it flow; but we may
make the syllable light by using a very short a The p
also should be light, a kind of composite of the Iabials
m p, b In a11 words beginning with p this letter should
be gently said,
pas=not
(short a not pah), pere=father
porte= door ; and when the beginning is pl the p
becomes
a mere ghost, plus= more s’il vous plait =if (if)
you please place plan planete
‘The only time one
hears a plebeian p is when someone in the uncontrollable rage of defeat attempts to vanquich his vanquisher
by underhand means and spits out a venomous--Vous
n’etes pas poli !”
The ere as in pere chere etrangere is very like our
eye which our poets always air before their dawns or
breaks of day. It is not like air, a short, light word,
but rather heavy with the r and the dull e well indicated
’The e acute accent, is a shortened approach to a as
in day ; epingle=pin episode eternel In words beginning
with es escapade essentiel
care must be taken to
keep the e dull
Porte
The or is sort, almost poorte but not quite !
Our, as in amour=love
is prolonged=amoor
will not be
amiss
; calembour
pun jour=day
pour=for
Coq=cock.
The oq is a soft round sound the o
resembling ours in no, alone of course the q brings it
up a bit shorter than in no. There are only one or two
words with this combination, unless followed by ue : en
loques =in rags, reciproque ventriloque.
The o usually take a soft sound in French (unless with
U), but do not give it the least touch of the Cockney o !
Optimiste,
opposite, ombrelle
olive, opinion orateur
have all a soft round 0.
Aie is one of those sounds which all nations invent
for the confusion of all others.
It is neither a nor i
(short), nor e, but if anything it approaches a-i-e seeming to balance its first and last letters by the middle one.
Fortunately, there is only a small family of these aie’s
although always interfering,
when present,
with the
conversation.
A Aie
oh dear ! and comme je hais colaIn
=how I hate that (not nice to say hate in French !) are
about all which matter.
La taie=pillowcase takes an open a sound as in our
gay = gaie (masculine gai short) as nearly similar as
Folkestone
and Boulogne. Monnnaie baie = bay, plaie
=wounds
Don’t forget the dull e.
Ace as in place, efficace surface, takes a as in at.
The slight extra roundness of tone which the French
give to ace is something especial to their throat and not
expressible in writing. The clearest sharp ass of ours is,
however better than the plarce surface
of average
English rendering.
Niece ece takes a broadish e, akin to ours in yes.
Farce ; ar light, with the r well rolled as in carte.
Innocence;
inn sharp-een.
Berceau= cradle; erce or any unaccented er (except
as suffix) is sounded as in our not too broad where
cerveau = brain, cerner = to surround
fer =iron, mer-

veilleux = marvellous.
ert the t silent, is slightly
broader.
Er as suffix is said as a short open a as in table
fermer=to shut; fer-ma--the
r is not sounded at all.
faux=false
nux, denoting the plural of nouns ending
in al, capital, capitaux is said as 0, just turning towards
the U ; the x is silent.
Merveilleux eux takes the dull e just turning towards
the u with silent x.
Le lait =the milk; surprisingly often
the English
tongue fails to make itself understood when demanding
this commodity. The ai is not a long, sound as in our
day the a must he sharpened off to the French i (sharp
ee, but short), a-ee, said very quickly.
Guignon=ill luck at Play; as near as may seem
geenyon, the g- hard. Two or three words beginning
with guin pronounce this gaa as I explained ain in
bain. There seems to be no rule, so the few exceptions
must be learned by heart.
Herewith,
I believe, are comprised most of our
stumbling-blocksto friendship with our Allies.
Alice
Morning

Views
WHAT

and
IS

Reviews.
A Function

I FEEL that I must offer some apology for returning to
Senor de Maeztu
I confess that it is a shame to be
so fond, but he is so fascinating-like
an obelisk or
whatever the creature was called.
His changes are
Protean, but perhaps a chemical analogy
wouold better
describe him. He seems to he suspended in an ever
lasting series of solutions, but remains ever the same
himself; but he is not a catalytic, for heprecipitates no
change.
The things, the solutions, remain obstinately
the same, and his proposed solution of the solutions
neither acts upon nor is re-acted upon by them. The
functional principle may seem to he a clear solution of
all our difficulties ; but, as Ribot said of the theory of
the Ego, it is a deceptive clearness and the semblance
of a solution, for what is a function
According to
Senor de Maeztu a man is a functionary
in every
association
and acquires
by his function determined
rights. Everything that men do in association
is a
function, including fox-hunting,
dancing, and playing
baccarat.
The fact of association (what about Rugby ?)
is proof of the function, and the proof of the function is
*
a title to legal rights.
Senor de Maeztu tries to evade the absurdities that
arise from the rigid application of his principle (and
when only one principle is permitted, it must be rigidly
applied), by assuming it to be paramount throughout
the world. His assumption that the functions not only
of every man but of every association, of every State,
can be specified, and the powers commensurate
with
them allotted and adjusted, implies the very thing that
he denies, a universal monarchy. The power that is to
set the bounds to, let us say a national ambition, must
be a stronger power than that of the nation; it is only
a man in supreme authority who can say to a nation :
“You shall do this, and you shall not do that
His
functional principle requires, as the first condition of
its application,
what he would call a world-society
founded on the authoritarian principle ; as he understands the functional principle, it is itself a product of
the dream of universal monarchy, with a most singular
philosopher as its King. The assumption that the function of all States is to determine and adjust the functions of every State is itself a chimera; the world is not
a castle in Spain. Besides, there is no function without
a structure, no structure without a function ; structure
and function are inseparably connected. Where,
but
in a universal monarchy, can Senor de Maeztu find the
structure for the universal application of his functional
principle;
and where does he find that universal
monarchy ?

To these questions there is no answer. His suggested
national constitution was a farce ; an all-wise legislature
legislating according to the functional principle, an allwise judiciary fitting the men to the functions-the
thing
is absurd. Apparently, he has a similar sort of conception
of international politics, although it is not explicitly
stated ; somewhere, some functionaries will be occupied
in “the adjustment and re-adjustment of power to the
functions, and of the functions to the values recognised
as superior or more urgent.”
It is useless to ask Senor
de Maeztu what he means, for he can only reply : “I
mean that I mean that I mean that I mean . . .
nothing” : but the functional principle ought to have
some relation to reality, and, so far as I am concerned,
I cannot discover that relation.
We come back always to that question : “What is
a function?” Take, for example, the freedom of the
seas.
According to Senor de Maeztu’s principle, only
those who are performing a function have a right to
the use of things, and it seems to be assumed that
those who are performing a function have a right to
the unobstructed
use of the things. The function of
a fisherman is to catch fish ; and if. the particular fish
that he wishes to catch inhabit the territorial waters of
another nation, he has the right to proceed unmolested
to those waters, to perform peacefully his function, and
to return without let or hindrance.
If the local fishermen
object, the judges according to the functional
principle
will decide which is the best fisherman for those
waters and if it should be decided that the foreigner
is the best fisherman, it would be enacted that the
local fishermen should be prohibited from fishing in
local waters until such time as they could fish better
in those waters than the foreign fisherman.
How
they would ever be able to prove this while being prohibited from fishing there, only Senor de Maeztu can
tell; I expect he will solve the difficulty by saying that
the foreign fisherman has no right to fish in those
waters,
and will thus throw his functional principles
overboard
Hut apart
from fishing,
the functional
principle would prohibit the use of the sea to all but
those who were performing
some definite function ;
all
privatea
yacht
all racing boats, all pleasure
steamers
even sea-bathing would be prohibited if it
were proved that people did it for pleasure. Pleasure
is subjective
and therelore entails no rights, according
to
Senor
de Maeztu Perhaps the difficulty concerning sea-bathing could be avoided by forming an
association
of sea-bathers,
who would be associated
in the function of sea-bathing, and would thus possess
the right to bathe in the sea.
It may be thought that I am only playing with Senor
de Maeztu’s idea, but he specifically says : “The
functional
principle
comprises
every
possible
activity
of
man, and sanctions every one of them with the rights
corresponding
to the functions. ” The only qualification
is that a man solus is not a functionary;
he must
be associated with others before he becomes a
functionary
,
and has rights.
Thus
no man has a right
to ride a motor-cycle ; the function of motor-cycling
does not exist until it is done in association and it
is only justifiable when a passenger is carried in a
side-car.
Whereas a man who travels by train is a
functionary,
for he is associated with others in the
function of railway--travelling ; and all the passengers
therefore have the rights that appertain to the
function
of travelling, and the railway company has
corresponding
duties
towards
them. The true function of
travelling is to go from one place to another; and the
railway company therefore has no right to run one
train into another train, for a collision results in stoppage, and is opposed to the true function of travelling.
If the collision occurs at a place where any passengers
wish to alight, they have a right to do so; but the other
passengers cannot claim damages for injury, for Senor
de Maeztu says that the functional principle “denies
that a man can acquire rights by the sole fact of his
being a man.” Injury is subjective; what is objective
is the delay in the performance
of the function

of travelling ; and the passengers will therefore
only
be able to sue for damages arising from delay. This
would of course, exclude those passengers who were
travelling for pleasure; for no function superior to the
function of travelling would be delayed by the collision
in their case.
The whole truth is that Senor de Maeztu has only
invented a catchword, which, like Free Trade, or
Socialismor every other catchword, will bring about the
millennium.
It is, of course, perfectly true that if the
world were organised according
to one principle, all
conflict would be avoided; the polarised atoms of a
magnet do not conflict, “little birds in their nests
agree” sometimes, water always finds its own level,
everything but man obeys some supreme law.
Rut
there is no one supreme law for man; he is not a system
but a collection of systems; even his personality is, as
Ribot said, “un tout de coalition,” and no one
principle
,
no invariable law, will suffice to keep those
systems
in stable harmony.
His life
is rhythmic;
he
swings between liberty and authority ; even a rigid
Constitution like that of the United States is manipulated
by loose and rigid construction.
There, if ever the
functional principle was articulated ; and the results
have not been quite what Senor de Maeztu predicts.
A. E. R.

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR.

PEACE TERMS,
Sir,-Mr. S. Verdad with great complacence sets out
“our terms of peace,” the most important, according to
him, being that Germany shall be brought “spiritually
into line with Europe--by
the way, which part
of
Europe : Serbia?
It would be interesting if he would
explain why he-with
his fellow-piidits,
Mr. Asquith
and Sir E. Grey-omits all reference to ConstantinopIe in
stating these pence terms. There lies the centre of gravity
of the war. Is Russian influence to pass to the West or
is German influence to pass to the South-East? We are
told that Mr. Asquith is come to an understanding with
the Russian Government on this matter and that the
members of the Russian Duma know its terms ; but the
British Parliament which votes Mr. Asquith’s salary -is kept persistently in the dark : a nad omen and suggestive
that
our splendid
troops
are giving
their
lives
to pull the Russian chestnuts out or this awful conflagration
Howard
Ince
**
ON GERMANY’S CASE.
Sir,--With my very courteous colleague, Mr. S. Verdad,
it is unnecessary for me to quarrel, since the points in dispute
between
us appear
to me misunderstandings
due,
probably, to my carelessness. For instance, I did not, it
appears, make it sufficiently plain in my article that in
representing Germany as having a legitimate grievance
against the Allies I had no thought of attributing to her
a colonial policy. A colonial policy, I agree with Mr. S.
Verdad was encouraged and even forced by Germany
upon France and Russia ; but only in the expectation that
Germany would he left free to expand and to consolidate
her position in Europe What direction in Europe
Germany’s
expansion was to take Mr. S. Verdad has done as
much as any publicist to reveal-need I say that it was in
the direction of Asia Minor ? And it was Germnay’s policy
as I conceive it, to buy off the opposition of France and
Russia to this expansion by concessions to them in the
merely colonial sphere
I think that this explanation
should clear up our misunderstanding upon this point.
(2) Next, Mr. Verdad objects to the vagueness of my
phrase, the “Elder Powers” of Europe. I confess it was only
as a paraphrase of the “Great Powera that I employed
it-with, however, the suggestion of superior responsibility attaching to the word Elder. At the same time,
Mr. Verdad concedes a considerable part of my case when
he admits that war between these Elder Powers was regarded by England and America as improbable.
I g-~
further and say that everywhere it was regarded as improbable-even
in Germany itself. For we must not confuse the undoubted preparation of Germany for war with
the expectation that war was inevitable. On, the contrary, it was sincerely believed by many people that preparation for war was a guarantee of peace. would Mr.
Verdad contend that Germany intended war in any event

-in the event, even, of finding her plans realisable without war?
But this brings us hack to the question of
what Germany’s plans were that she hoped to obtain
by peace yet prepared to obtain by war if peaceable means
failed. Again, I think, Mr. Verdad knows the answer.
(3) I said, it is true, that. no European war since 1870
had been of great European account ; my meaning I
thought, was obvious. It was that no war since 1870 had
involved the Great Powers inter se. That they laid a
train which has now been fired is evident : but only the
event has given them European importance
Had Sir
Edward Grey’s suggestion of a Serbian
Conference been
adopted those wars would have remained minor .
THE WRITER OF
“ Unedited
OPINIONS.”
***
THE REAL PACIFIST.
Sir,-The writer of “ Unedited Opinions,” in his article
in The New AGE of May 35, has drawn an important and
much-needed distinction between the real and the apparent
pacifist, whose conscientious objections to war are based
on religious principles, and one which, with your permission
I can illustrate by a case in point. The case to which
I am referring is that of the Rev. John Harris and the
Sub-Committee
of the Liverpool Old Hebrew Cong
tion, and the facts may be briefly stated as these :--The
Sub-Committee of the Liverpool Old Hebrew Congregation
summarily dismissed from their service as minister and
secretary the Rev. John Harris, because the latter, being
a conscientious objector, would not give a guarantee that
he would refrain from appearing before tribunals, or elsewhere in public to represent or influence conscientious
objectors, Mr. Harris’s opinion being that all war was contrary to the teachings of tlie Jewish religion as he under
stood it. Whether tlie Sub-Committee was right or wrong
in the action they took is irrelevant here, and the subject
of enough discussion in the “ Jewish Chronicle ” and other
Church papers. But I maintain that Mr. Harris (whose
sincerity I have no reason to doubt) is not, in spite of
himself a real pacifist. It is quite conceivable that a
man, by the sole dictate of his conscience, may believe
all war to be wrong and conscientiously object to the
taking of human life ; but it is inconceivable that he should
be able to interpret the ethics of any religion to he proor anti-militaristic
One of tlie arguments used against
Mr. Harris is that no Jew can be a conscientious Objector,
because the Jews, after their deliverance from the Egyptians
were
always
fighting-,
and
moreover
constantly
engaged in wars of attrition. This argument is obvisouly
fallacious for it assumes that tlie ethics of Judaism must
be based upon the historical facts recorded in the Bible
The ethics of the religion however, are to be found in the
teachings of the prophets and the Rabbinim ; and upon
these it would be impossible to build a philosophy of war
-or
peace. And there is perhaps a reason for this. The
prophets were probably wise enough to foresee the error
of entirely renouncing war ; and it must be remembered
that no religion, however comprehensive, can lay down
definite laws that shall embrace all tlie facts and
circumstances
stances of life Your contributor is right, therefore in
segregating
conscientious
objection
from
religion.
morality, and politics. Real pacifists are not a cult, nor
do they follow the rituals of any particular religions belief.
The real pacifist is to be seen in persons after Mr. Norman’s heart (though I think they are few), and not in the
man who, when his case is heard before a tribunal. rises
and, with dramatic gesture exclaims (‘ I follow Him
c‘. s. D.
***
There
is a straw which indicates how conscription
blows in France now that the Fat grease about patriotism
begins to be smelled for what it is : exploitation of real
patriotism
A Paris workman, returned ill from a
militarised
factory,
speaks
: You are taken to where they
please and you are taken how they please Arrived at
the factory, after your journey like a pig you are told
in effect, ‘now you are no longer a soldier, but only a
militarised
workman You are not entitled to draw any
pay for two clays.’ Well, if you have no money of your
own you’re done. Those who feel strong enough protest,
with no beneficial result. The more intelligent ‘tap’ the
management, get an advance The stupid starve, like I
did and go in to the work unfit. And they work yon to
death. I didn’t try too hard to keep out of hospital,
believe me.” And this is a cutting from La Liberte of
It struck me, naturally
after hearing the
yesterday.
above discourse : “Parbleu ! Here is a pretty busines??
Among the workmen brought from the front to the
factories
there are fricoteurs [greedy feeders] who have less

desire to work than to profit by their windfall as a
permanent holiday.
These embusques
even find it
convenientto get themselves several days in prison-so many
days lost on munitions!
They are in some places so
numerous that there is not sufficient disciplinary a
accomodationfor them! The Under-Secretary of State for
the Artillerie is taking measures to oblige these workmen
under the National Defence to work all the same. . . .
[Dots not mine.] Why not send them back to the front
without more ado?”
One good reason for not doing so may be that their
story would be believed by the other workmen who would
need to be sent to replace them. By the way, it is too
monotonous now to be any longer funny that to be sent
to the active defence of one’s country seems to be
consideredthe cruellest of punishments conceivable to a
French profiteer. The muddle and corruption here are
incredible.
A little while ago some photographs got
through the Censor of thousands of rolling-stock hidden
away in the provinces, hundreds of whole trains, hospital
trains, and miles of automobiles, all ordered and paid
for, and, of course, being re-ordered and re-paid for in
some other profiteering shop-made with the sweat of such
ill-treated workmen as my friend above.
To-day, by the way, “L’Homme Enchaine has a note
on the fact that no workman militarised has so far been
accorded any permission.
A. M.
Paris.
***
“A DANGER TO LONDON.”
Sir,-The “Daily Chronicle” of May 26 has something
to say about the South-Eastern and Chatham Railway
Company’s Bill for power to enlarge their Charing Cross
bridge.
The “Chronicle”
is all wrong--frightfully
so.
Does this paper wish it to be understood that private
investors are to be dictated to under the pretence that the
public good is the first consideration? Are there no such
persons as directors and shareholders ? If this principle
be permitted-the
powers- forbid !-we shall have some
other papers (perhaps even the “Chronicle” itself asking
why the steamship directors and shareholders .should be
allowed to make legitimate profits (equal sacrifice), and
using such a fantastic argument as “Good of the public
or a “Danger to the Commonwealth. ” It won’t do, “Daily
Chronicles
Your iconoclastic efforts must he stayed.
If
the S.E. & C.K. wishes to build a bridge it should be
allowed to build a bridge as large or as small as it wishes,
as ugly even as a S.E. & C.R> could conceive, consisting
of ;I single wire rope or one wide enough to corer the
river from its source to its outfall into the sea Pah, the
Public ! What has the Public to do with it? And
furtherinterference with this railway would put the
comic papers to such straits
that they-Oh,
don’t!
I can’t bear it.
,
Some of the most expressive hours of my misguided
life have been spent on the S.E. & C.R.
V. A. P.
LABOUR AND RESPONSIBILITY.
Sir,-The concluding portion of last week’s Notes is
very apt.
The way Trade Union interests are being
ignored without any organised protest is lamentable.
with yon, I believe that time was never so ripe as the
present for bargains to be struck. the main bargains
should he for a share in all the schemes appertaining to
our respective industries. The necessity for this I have
repeatedly emphasised, so far apparently
without
without avail.
Subjoined are A few extracts out of many references to
this matter in a series of weekly “Trade Onion and Labour
Notes” I ani contributing to a provincial weekly :For instance, regarding the New Institute of Industry :
“The co-operation of the labour forces mentioned should
be sought at ’once and immediately
Plans
for the
organisation of industry which do not take into account
the developing status of labour as a partner in such industry with a partner’s claims and privileges are doomed
to failure.”
In connection with with economic organisation : “Some
attempt to bring this about could be achieved by a joint
conference of the Government and employers and workmen’s representatives. ”
In reference to Mr. Runciman’s statement on trade after
the war in the light of the economic conference of the
Allies in Paris : “An economic conference of the labour
interests involved and the responsible heads of the State
should immediately follow the one in Paris.’’
Another reference covering overtures made at the beginning
of the year by several employers : “Sir William
Mather and others have declared the time is near for

dealing with the question [labour] in the broadest sense,
and the workers can therefore look for overtures either
now or after the mar on the lines of mutual partnership
in industry between Capital and Labour. They will be
wise to treat only by and through their Unions as a
collective whole. Any other way disaster lies.”
I am not concerned about that “oracle of the people,”
Mr. Hodge, but as I am one of the usually despised Trade
Union officials the foregoing will show that some of us
at least are sitting up and taking notice.
A. H. SMETHURST,
Assistant General Secretary,
Amalgamated Society of Engineers.
NATIONAL PAY.
Sir,-War, under present conditions, is a compound of
evil and beneficence-if that can properly be called beneficence
which enriches some to the dire injury of many.
To those who remain in this country and find employment
in munition and other like work, war is an unmitigated
blessing, bringing to them high wages and a prosperity
such as they have never previously known; and the employer also benefits, and out of all proportion to the
employee.
On the other hand, mar takes a dreadful toll of our very
primest
manhood. To a nation that most meticulously
protects the weak and degenerate from the smallest
possibility of harm the wholesale slaughter of its manhood
should be, one would think, of itself a sufficient deterrent
from war.
Some, mostly beyond military age or physically unfit,
profess to regard war as the strong east wind that blows
vigour into a nation and winnows out all that is waste and
effete
I should like to take all such persons round a tour
of the world’s hospitals, and let them feast their eyes on
the numberless tortured forms of what were until recently
fine specimens of manhood.
War is not regarded as the unmitigated curse it is
because almost as many make money out of it as are
broken by it. And war will never cease until it is an
unmitigated national calamity. Can it ever be made so?
I believe it can.
The moment war looms on the horizon let us ensure
that the resources of every citizen of each country threatened shall be reduced to those prevailing with soldiers in
the field. That is to say every citizen would receive
shelter, clothes, and food, and IS. 2d. per day, and nothing
more.
That is regarded as no hardship for the man in the field
who is jeopardising his life, and surely it must he even
less a hardship for those who remain safely at home.
H. H. STOCKDALE
Ross.
***
MR. SHAW.
Sir,-Ever
since Mr. Shaw wrote that most sensible
pamphlet “Common Sense About the War”-and,
as mas
to be expected, the Philistines went for him tooth and nail
-I have been longing to enter the lists on his behalf.
Mr. Harold B. Harrison, by his letter in last week’s NEW
AGE, has thrown down the gauntlet. After his lively, if
somewhat pleonastic, pasquinade he would expect me to
come and bury the remains of Mr. Shaw. But no; I come
to praise him.
I must inform Mr. Harrison that abuse, however it may
smack of fine phrases, is nevertheless not argument.
Perhaps
he has been reminded of this before. Throughout his
letter he has not demolished a single one of Mr. Shaw’s
arguments nor attempted an exposition of even one foolish
or misguided sentiment a good number of which, I should l
think, would be required to provoke such a tirade as that
of Mr. Harrison ; which-and who will deny
it?--isprima
facie evidence that Mr. Harrison-to
his regret, I knowhas to admit that Mr. Shaw is. right every time, however
he may not like Mr. Shaw’s opinions.
“ Rattling of his old bones,” ‘( senile garrulity,” quoth
Mr. Harrison. To which my retort is “Rubbish ! ” The
truth is that it is the fashion nowadays, just as buying
flags is, to pass censorious criticisms on Mr. Shaw. So
Mr. Harrison buys his flag and flings mud at Mr. Shaw.
And what do you think Mr. Shaw does as a consequence?
He looks at THE NEW AGE, rubs his hands together, and
exclaims, (‘ There, I thought so ! Even NEW AGE readers,
with all their reputed and actual common sense, could not
resist the temptation to follow the big drum and abuse me.
Rat for all this praised be the Lord. Only second to praise
do I love abuse. Bless you, isn’t one as useful as the other
for my purpose, which, after all, is to obtain notoriety?”
It is a devout belief of mine that the world would he
immensely poorer, and, which is of more importance,

of those who maintain that starch is not the sole
criterion of the nation’s culture. How ludicrous to think
of men wearing the most inartistic national dress that ever
was known-the
silk k-hat and the frock-coat-yet dabbling
with the architectural remains of the most artistic nation
that ever existed !
The lions of the architectural arena continue to botch
and bung-le the question of a National Style. They fiddle
about with T-square and tape, weighing up like any greengrocer the classic fruit of Greek architecture.
They
examine microscopically the designs of Palladio a and the
decimals of Vitruvius ; probe into the secrets of an entasis
and the mysteries of a volute; document the result of their
searches into the proportions of a column ; and pigeon-hole
their notes on the uses of pediments rustication, and SO
on. I often wonder if the poor devil who invented rustication had lost his soul through drink. It always reminds
me of a youngster learning to write by first of all ruling
straight lines on the paper and then attempting to fill in
the letters as coherently as possible. The Palladian imitator seems to score his paper with straight lines of rusticaSir,-I
am at a loss to know how you came to publish
tion, to rub out a few here and there for the windows and
the articles of Mr. Bernard Shaw without first consulting
doors to stick in a column or two to give a bit of
contrast
HARRY FOWLER.
Mr Harold B. Harrison.
,
to take a pediment off the office nail to serve as a
“ central feature
to carve a swag here and a wreath
N.B.--A foreign quotation book is not at hand, so I am
there, and hey, presto ! the design is a sublime specimen
unable to grace this note with quotations
of “ scholarly architecture
reeking of the mould and
***
cobwebs of centuries.
MODERN ARCHITECTURE.
Is a National Style to be accomplished by carrying a
T-square in one hand and a volume of Vitruvius in the
Sir,---To classify all architecture under two types as
other ? Never, if the classic orders are tinkered with until
Mr. Austen St. B. Harrison does-( 1) Unconscious, or
our “ chief draughtsmen ” can draw them in the dark. or
craftsman’s architecture ; and (2) Conscious, or architect’s,
even carve out rustication as deep as the Bottomless Pit !
architecture-is
“ not altogether satisfactory,” as he himself
The best classic or Renaissance building in England is hut
realises.
The argument in my address at Leeds does
a mummy resurrected from the ruins of the classic nations
not hinge upon mere classification, but it centres round
and reared up as a monument to the architectural futility
the means of attaining to a real national style, not an
and lack of imagination during the past two centuries and
imitation one derived from some other nation.
a-half. A foreign mummy cannot be expected to show
It seems, to me, misleading to attempt to split architecture
any signs of our national life--probably that is the
into
two
classes. In Greece, for example, architecture
explanation
of the fact that “ repose ” is the quality par excellence
rose to a pitch of excellence never perhaps reached before
that is sought for in all classic architecture ! *
nor since. But this artistic spirit was not confined merely
The attempts at a Gothic revival during the last century
to the “ conscious ” architects. It was diffused throughwereere equally futile as regards founding a National Style.
out the whole people, and expressed itself in the deslgn
It emanated from the schools in the same way as the
and decoration of metal work, domestic utensils, mosaics
Neo-Greek revival to-day. Rut “ conscious ” architecture
wearing apparel, and also in the lesser arts of everyday
is not a synonym for national architecture. All national
life. In the art of government in religion, in literature,
styles of architecture hitherto have been the outcome of a
as well as in the realms of architecture and sculpture, the
traditional development of tjhe artistic faculty in the people
Greek people in the age of Pericles arrived at the fullest
as a whole-not merely in a small coterie of “ scholars ”
expression of their national culture.
hobnobbing with the patron gods of art. The perfection
But why, O why, must the architects in a nation at the
of Greek architecture was coincident with the period during
other end of Europe continue to rake among the ashes of
ing which the general culture of the nation was at its
a dead civilisation in an endeavour to discover a national
This culmination was not the sudden outcome of
highest
style applicable to England ? Mainly, I imagine, because
an elaborate system of intensive education confined to one
it is the line of least resistance. It is ever so much simpler
section of the community. It was the spontaneous growth
to juggle with the classic ‘( orders ” in quest of this elusive
of centuries of evolution, and was inseparable from the
National Style. Polarised by the Classics, it is The Thing
religious, political, and social development of the peopleio-day to dabble in them, be they literature or art. It is
hence it was fundamentally national in origin.
easier to work to the standardised “ orders ” than to undergo
The chaos in the architectural world of to-day is the
the effort of studying the traditions and the conditions
reflection of the industrial chaos that has reigned in England
under which the great art of the past was achieved in our
during the past I 50 years-in spite of the cackle about
own nation. In short, this preference for the architectural
our ‘‘ unprecedented progress,’’ which is really a synonym
stock-in-trade of an alien nation is visible evidence of the
for unprecedented profits. In my opinion, it will be essential
ineptitude of the highly cultured gentlemen who are
to take up the economic threads of the Guild system
seekingto found a National Style in England by applying a
of the spacious days of our past history before a national
tape-line to the fragments of Greek art in that old curiosity
school of political economy can be founded. When this is
shop, the Acropolis. Such digging and scratching and
accomplished, the National Style of Architecture will folburrowing and measuring in the architectural cemeteries
low as the night the day; and it will not consist of the
of Greece and Rome is work for a navvy or an
archaeologist
petrified remains of an alien art, but of the living evidence
,
not for an architect-not
for the “ chief builders ”
of our own traditional, therefore national, art.
in a living nation that is the centre of “ the greatest
Instead of toying with the temptations of classic art our
Empire the world has ever seen,” as the politicians tell us.
“ leading architects ” might be better employed in turning
Periodically our architectural savants was eloquent t upon
their attention to solving the problem represented by
concrete
the subject of a “ National Style,” and blaze forth into
-the
material that is to-day in the forefront of building
wordy fireworks upon the best means of education
where
construction.
Imagine the enthusiasm of the “ chief
with to accomplish this desideratum Do they imagine a
builders ” of Greece had they been confronted with the
National Style of Architecture can be acquired in the same
employment of this plastic material !
Upon the, two
way as the multiplication table is learnt?
Is it their
materials, concrete and steel, they would have bent the
settled opinion that anything truly nationalis to be introduced
whole genius of their art until they had mastered the
here by a system of cram and mere book-learning.
difficulties they involve.
aided by footrule and calipers, of a foreign art that reached
Mr. Harrison suggests that because the Classic style has
its high water-mark of perfection in a civilisation long
been used in England for 250 years it is evidence in its
jackdaws
since dead? It is grotesque to find the architectural
favour
But, on the same analogy, the fact that Gothic
of England strutting about in the borrowed plumes
had been employed for some 400 years previous to the
of the Grecian peacocks and fondly deluding themselves
advent of the Classic to these islands is stronger evidence
that such mummery is essential to the attainment of a
in favour of Gothic. While I admire St. George’s Hall,
National Style. It is a misuse of terms to confine the
at Liverpool
for instance, and also Greenwich Hospital
promotion of a National Style to the limits of a few
I fail to see anything essentially national in either of
(‘ scholarly ” gentlemen at (‘ the top of the profession,”
them. St. George’s Hall always figures to me as a huge
who gurgle with self-complacency at the benighted
ignorance
much duller without this Irish wit. Mr. Shaw is not only a
genius, but a super-genius. The modus operandi of the
common or garden genius to attain fame is to create and
to let the world discover that he is a genius. Mr. Shaw
has improved upon this. He realises that the world, if
left alone, and having many other matters to think about,
would take some time in discovering his talent. He therefore
proclaims to the world that he is a genius.
But
although his tactics in this respect are not superior to
those of “ Edwards’ Harlene Co. ” or the manufactureres
of “ Iron Jelloids,” he is a genius nevertheless To
contendthat Mr. Shaw has had his day and -is now declining
is as foolish as it is impertinent. His recent articles in
The NEW AGE, “Nation
and “New Statesman
on
ConscientiousObjectors, Ireland, and the Jews have forced me
to the .conclusion that Mr Shaw is at the present time
more vigorous than heretofore, and his style more slashing
and virile than it has ex-er been.
J. BULVARSCHWARTZ.

Classic whale lying stranded. amidst a shoal of English
sprats and shrimps-a standing memorial of the clever
architect who was so saturated with Classic art that he
was never conscious of our own architectural traditions, or
considered them “ beneath ” him.
As for the utility of a Classic colonnade as a temporary
umbrella on a wet day-the Byzantine porch of St. Mark’s,
at Venice, the arcades of the Doge’s Palace the arcaded
streets of Gothic Bologna, and the cavernous portals of
French cathedrals are all equally convenient for this purpose
.
These features occur in our own national
development
of the Gothic traditions, and could be employed
extensively in our streets in the future, when the claims of
art and the demands of business-as-usual for the last inch
of illate-glass area are more equitably adjusted under a
national system of social economy having as its basis the
Guild idea.
Mr. Noel Haslewood strikes the right note when he
writes : “ Art isnationality,” for art is the natural expression
expression
of a people that is filled with the living spirit of
nationality.
The engineering world has succeeded in
standardising the sections, etc., of the metals which they
use. Given time I doubt not but the “ scholarly
architects
will yet be impelled to standardise their researches
upon the Classic Orders. When a town hall is required
at Timbuctoo or a hotel wanted in the “ Garden of Eden ”
(where our troops are said recently to have been fighting),
they mill perhaps be ready at the shortest notice to ship
the various columns and pediments and other Classic
paraphernalia
required,
all ’ carefully numbered
and
labelled ready for erection on arrival at their destination.
The spirit of nationality is more rampant in Europe today
on account of the war than it has been for many
centuries ;. but it may be safely assumed that the end of
Armageddon will find the “ scholarly ” architects designing
war memorials in the same old wooden Classic wayoblivious of any -national aspiration except
business-as-usual
usual.
.WILL BELL.
Sir, No theory of architecture will content readers of
THE NEW AGE which leaves out of account the effect of its
practice on the members of the building trade.
Great
numbers of men find the development of their faculties
and the satisfaction of their energies in the building of
their homes, workshops, and places of meeting, and It is
the development of these faculties and the happy satisfaction
of these energies which must be the first concern of
all who refuse to admit the primacy of things. For this
reason I am moved to “ strafe ” Mr. Harrison for putting
forward the art of music as a fair analogy to the art of
architecture or, rather, for asking us to accept the classical
“ orders ” as analogous to the sounds by which a musical
composer produces his effects.
There is a proper analogy that can be made between
music and architecture ; it is this- that the musician
composes
by the relations of vibrations, and the architect by
the relations of dimensions
It is wrong, and vitiates any theory of architecture so
based, to assume that the ready-made phrases of classical
form is the medium of architectural expression, that they
are the words in the architect’s vocabulary.
They are not. That they have been built up in the past
out of proportional relations to high degrees of satisfaction
is no argument to bind us to their mechanical
reproduction
It is still open for us to rediscover the
for
ever.
mason’s secrets or of our own internal harmony to relate
dimensions in new dispositions of beauty.
This, I submit, is the proper function of the architect
after or as he solves the practical problems; free himself
from the dead hand of antiquity, he liberates the craftsman
who luny, within the limits assigned to him, develop all
his skill and fancy in a happy freedom.
T do not think the architectural problem will ever be
solved until the social problem is solved, but in the meantime there is nothing to prevent us freeing our minds.
THOMASLawrence
DALE.
HAMLET.
Sir,-So much has been written
about Freud and
Hamlet’s mystery that, he I permitted
to express an
opinion on the subject, I should congratulate myself upon
my great bravery although I made a fool of myself. Who
started to talk of Hamlet’s “mystery” as hidden from the
audience?
I think that some little gazette reader who
sat in a London coffee-house towards the latter part of the
eighteenth century was the original. Let me examine
the matter at the fountain-head and dispute with the little
gazette reader, who is a less formidable opponent than

some succceding theorists. I shall ask first, Did Shakespeare
ever intend to write a play with a mystery? When
Hamlet said a false friend was trying to pluck out the
heart of his mystery, was he addressing the audience who
had heard a ghost tell of the murder, or was he addressing
characters
who were entirely ignorant
of the secret
assassination which , with its domestic and political
consequences,produced Hamlet’s mystery ? Shakespeare,
I
venture to say, did not want to write a play like
“Candida : too well he knew the limit of his powers,
and he had some respect for the naitonal thought and
feeling of his time
If, in Elizabeth’s reign, ’ no Shaw
could. be found to write plays which would have promoted
guessing competitions,
why should Shakespeare,
who
tried generally to write clearly and to elucidate the work
of earlier men by decorating characters and creating new
ones, hazard his reputation with playgoers and
manuscript
buyers by writing a play foreign to his age and two
succeeding centuries ? If the mystery of Hamlet ‘was not
clear to the audience in the first act and to his
fellow
characters in the last, who in Shakespeare’s age, including
the poet himself would not hare said that the play
was a downright failure ? I put these questions to the
old gazette reader.
Did Shakespeare look ahead three
hundred years and write
for the female-worshippers of
the author ofCandida
or did he display the motive of
his play in Act I and develop it by explanations in the
other acts, but with such bad execution that everybody,
except “A. E. R.” and someone named Jones, understands
it ? IsHamlet
considering the inquiries of the gentlemen
aforenamed,
the greatest dramatic
blotch
in
the
history of literature ?
JOHN DUNCAN.
HAMLET AND PSYCHO-ANALYSIS.
Sir,-Long
and zealously ha have the Vitalists . and
Mechanists fought each other. Dear old Anaxagoras, I
think jerked the first trigger--or, rather, to be more
historical, heaved the first boulder. Anyhow, the battle
fumes and rages just as noisily to-day. One can continually
hear the big guns in THE New AGE, the contention
being twist Men and Things
The struggle is being
carried into the quieter realms of Psychology-another
German invasion of Belgium ! Here the Psycho-analysts
are the new Medianists. Here the same process appears
as in the attempt to explain Life by a careful and
conscientious analysis of the elements composing a living
body---the “things,” the cells of his body, are to interpret
the “Man” ! However, “R. H. C.,” I have no doubt, will
be able to fight for his cathedral. The point of this letter
is simply to ask A E. R.” why he, as an artist, a
vitalist, fights on the side of the Gentiles-the scientists,
the mechanics-for
the glorification of mere “things” ?
Hast thou indeed, conquered, 0 Don Ramiro de la
Maeztu ?
JEREMIAH JOHNSON.
***
“VISION AND VESTURE.”
Sir,-Your issue of May 20 has just reached me. Is it
too late to supplement R. H. C.’s invective against Mr.
Charles Gardner’s “Vision and Vesture:
A Study of
Blake by a couple of hard facts?
The first is, that its claim to be acontribution to its
subject rests upon its novel method of approaching Blake’s
ideas and teaching by relating them to those of the mowing
spirits of 18th century Evangelicalism, allusions to whom
in Blake’s pages indicate clearly that lie not only knew,
but had been influenced by them. no one else has done
this. Its value lies in illustrating- Blake’s central teaching
on the relation of Religion and Art.
The second fact is, that “Vision and Vesture contains
the most complete interpretation
of Blake’s symbolism
yet attempted-a fact, by the way, admitted by other no
less critical reviewers
With these two facts before them your readers can
place R. H. C.’s invective in proper perspective ; and they
should have been mentioned if he had been content to
inform, as well as to amuse, his readers. I am however,
a sufficiently practised journalist to observe that R. H. C.’s
function is as much to maintain The NEW AGE’S reputation
for literary swashbuckling
as to convey information
about the books that come his way. his method as your
readers how, has its good points ; but its weakness, as
R. H. C.. himself confesses\ is to lead the writer who
adopts swashbuckling as a practice to write things that
the world will willingly let die.” It is never too late to
break such a bad habit.
I venture to supply the corrective of a fact or two in
this case, because I would not wish your readers to carry
away the impression R. H. C.’s paragraphs convey to
anyone who has’ read Mr. Gardner’s book-the impression,
namely, that they are the splutterings of a reviewer who

has been beaten by hi5 job. As the book was dedicated
to myself I was bound to become its sternest critic, and
therefore I do not like to see any obviously less prejudiced
person, like R. H. C., struggling in the water of so deep
a volume without lending him a helping hand. He who
turns the other cheek is the hardest hitter.
Osbert
Burdett.
***
SHAKESPEARE AS GROTESQUE, ETC..
Sir,-The sight of the man (? ) in the transparent mask
trying to assimilate my theory reminds me of the picture
of a bald-headed baby making wild efforts to get an
over-large
coral
into
its under-sized
mouth.
If
“ C. S: J. D.’s ” scarlet-faced letter proves anything
beyond the fact that it is a mess of baseless assertion,
misrepresentation, and contradiction, it is that the writer
is a down who cannot handle words to mean anything,
and who argues like a cuttle-fish. Touch him with the
point of a truth, and he retires with an air of frantic
rage under a cloud of his own offensive ink.
But
truth
remains
truth,
even
when sucked
by the
cuttle-fish mind, and the true nature and
application
of the term noble grotesque (which term, by the way,
happens to be Ruskin’s, not mine) are not to be changed
by a mere ejection of ink.
This,
of course,
means
that,
whatever
notions
“ C. S. J. D.” is able to form respecting- my theory, or
Shakespeare, are so false as to be worthless for any
purpose except that of injuring- “ C. S. J. D. who is
quite stupid enough to use them to discredit himself
For incontestible proof there is his letter. He says that
“Shakespeare did intend to write a tragedy when lie
wrote ‘ Macbeth ’ The ‘ vaulting ambition which o’erleaps itself’
is a joyless phenomenon seen in human
nature.
This ambition must be limited if it overleaps
itself. There is a known limitation to Macbeth’s will,
but to his will and the greater will of his wife a barrier
is set, which reaches through the. infinite, fixed by Fate,
Chance, Providence, or whatever one’s religion calls the
power. The tragedy is of a man who goes against and
not with this unknown superiority, who in the midst of
his inevitable disaster sees Life as an idiot’s dream, a
walking shadow. The universal tragedy here portrayed
is that man can see nothing beyond this horror which he
himself makes, and that persists, without illumination,
with increasing bitterness and spiteful, raging fear, in
a struggle with a higher power.”
I venture to say
that, if there happens to exist another short passage,
even written by one of “ C. S. J. D.’s ” fellow-octopods,
which contains so much that is contrary to truth, and
simply unblushing nonsense, I will eat the whole of
Fleet Street-editors included.
This sort of stuff makes
one’s flesh creep. Look at the English, the queer use
of terms, the arrogance, and so on. “ Shakespeare did
intend to write a tragedy.” How does this little holeand-corner scribbler know what Shakespeare’ intended
to do? “ To his (Macbeth’s) will and the greater will
of his wife a barrier is set, which reaches through the
infinite.”
Then, the barrier is infinite and the two wills
likewise. But it is fixed by Fate, Chance, Providence,
or whatever one’s religion calls the power
What is
the barrier made of? What does this rigmarole mean?
It produces an impression of a clown at a circus putting
his head through the paper hoops, and making faces
at the audience.
Amidst
a morass
of stupidities
“ C. S. J. D.” continues to develop his theory; of the
tragedy of “ Macbeth.” It is the theory of the pro-Allies’
miliary
critics who are watching the German attempt
to take Verdun. As illustrated by the Comic Press, it
presents the picture of a ram who has lost his temper
and is attacking a stone wall with much psyche, not to
say gunpowder.
It is not my business to teach people the science of
expression
Let me advise “ C. S. J. D.” io run round
to Cerebos and borrow a few hints from his friend Coleridge
ridge on the use and meaning of words.
It will be
noticed that the passage which I have quoted is clearly
designed by “ C. S’. J. D.” to discredit himself in more
ways than one. It expresses an opinion that battering
ram “ Macbeth ” is by way of being a great play. This,
of course, is an inversion of the opinion expressed in
“ C. S. J. D.’s
first letter that “ Macbeth ” is trivial
and silly. (‘C. S. J. D.” was careful to ask Coleridge
to support
this latter
opinion.
It
sounds
like
“ C. S. J. D.” disciediting his own witness in order
to prove my point that his evidence in support of the

contention that the grotesque is born of dull clods is
rotten
fruit. He disposes of his case still further by
admitting that he has been dishonest enough to put a
discredited. witness in the box, and of himself entirely
by apologising.
His very words are : “ I apologise.
Voltaire IS it discredited critic.” What more is to be
said? And who could say it worse than “ C. S. J. D.”?
As a cuttle-fish makes his pool, so he must lie in it.
Mr. Harold U. Harrison tells us he has some difficuIty
in extracting Shakespeare from the maze of “ so many
men, so many different opinions,’’ as he puts it in
Terence’s own choice LAtin
And he inquires, “ Did
Shakespeare know something after all ?” The question
reminds one of another Latin quotation, “ Quos Deus
vult perdere prius dementat . ” Those who are ordained
by heaven, or the other place, to seek combat with
Shakespeare do manage first to steal his armour. The
point that Mr. Harrison presents-it
may not be the
point he wishes to present, but it is the one I wish
to deal with--is this : What was Shakespeare’s attitude
towards the spiritual and temporal legacy which he
inherited in common with Elizabethan playwrights ? Was
it primitive, naturalistic,
realistic, symbolistic, mysticthat is to say, what was the inner subjective process
whereby he assimilated the experience of his own age ?
Ruskin has a very good answer. Here it is. “ Shakespeare was forbidden of Heaven to have any plans To
do any good or get any good, in the common sense of
good, mas not to be within his permitted range of work.
Not for him the founding of institutions, the preaching
of doctrines, or the repression of abuses.
Neither he
nor the sun did on any morning that they rose together
receive charge from their Maker concerning such things.
They were both of them to shine on the evil and good
both to behold unoffendedly all that was upon the earth,
to burn unappalled upon the spears of kings and
undisdaining upon the reeds of the river.”
(“ Modern
Painters,” Vol. IV, Pt. V. Chap. XX, 9 28.)
This seems to dispose of Whitman’s theory that
Shakespeare
was
a conscious aristocrat
offering
an occasional
glimpse of larger social truth. Of course, if Ruskin had
been a mystic, he would have told us his words mean
that Shakespeare was a spontaneous mystic. And he
would have found proof of this in the Nature mysticism
which underlies and binds all Shakespeare’s plays toI will not pursue the point here. I hare said
gether.
sufficient to provide a key to, unlock the true
Shakespeare
,
for Mr. Harrison or anyone who cares to use it.
In the summing the matter amounts to this :
Shakespeare
speare expressed himself in flashes, and he flashed
because he really could not help it. If he did not succeed
in getting even a passable flash out of Caesar it was
simply became Caesar like Napoleon, had not a flash
of the authentic kind in him. Even a mystic cannot
get blood out of a stone. For instance, Jesus, who was
an undoubted mystic, could not have got a flash out of
the wonderful “ Consider the lilies ” passage if He had
been talking about a carrot. A carrot, no doubt, is a
fine thing in its propel- place (ask any Jerusalem pony),
but no one would produce it as an instance of a sensible
object clothing itself in a divine garment by the simple
process of unfolding and without the aid of a fashionable
trousers-maker.
Likewise, no one would credit Shakewith adding
a fuse to nothing.
I
believethat
Shakespeare always flashes true and if we‘ could see
him efficiently acted. it would be like reading- the infinite
Huntly
Carter
by flashes of lightning.

Press

Cuttings.

The whole history of trade disputes since the war tells
one sordid tale of how the authorities have sheltered
themselves behind the patriotism of employers
who
recognise and obey that clear call to duty to which trade
unionism is deliberately deaf. Events amply prove that
Syndicalism, which is only another name for organised
robbery, has been neither scotched nor killed, and it is
upon employers that the brunt of the attack will fall
when normal conditions are resumed, so accordingly as
they are prepared or the reverse will depend whether or
not it is defeated in its initial Stage, or by their defeat
becomes the business of the community as a whole, with
results which none of us wish to anticipate. . . . The
Syndicalists
are organising. The “ Triple‘ Alliance ” of
the Miners’ Federation of Great Britain, the National
Union of Railwaymen,
and the National Transport
Workers’ Federation affects one and a half million men.
. . . The various unions connected with maritime
employment
are strengthening their position every day with a
the
view to further attacks upon employers, and
conditionsare favourable for obtaining heavy contributions
from men who are earning good wages. In fact, in the
case of the National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union a
special fighting fund levy of
per head has been made,
and the Liverpool district committee of the union
announce that it is “ to be exclusively for the purpose of
obtaining a better manning scale on board all British
ships ; this, when accomplished would create employment
of zo,ooo more men in the mercantile marine ” ; or, in
other words, would keep the supply of seamen below the
demand, and so establish conditions most favourable for
agitation.
. . . The Syndicalists have a policy, the
employers have not, and, judging from the utterances which
I hare quoted, and in which the rank and file prove by
their actions they acquiesce, unless they the employers)
promptly proceed to put their defences in order, they will
find that the only result of the present hollow truce will
be that such trenches that they possess will be
undermined
,
and that peace, when it comes, will be celebrated
by an explosion which mill shatter their outworks and
leave them naked to their enemies. . . . Elsewhere in
this number will be found the report of the Oceanic Steam
Navigation
Co., Ltd., for the twelve months ending
December 31 last. It is impossible from the figures as
presented to compare the profits with those of previous
years, as provision has been made for excess profits tax
before arriving at the figures in the profit and loss
account.
One can, however, roughly estimate what the
total profits were by taking the figures for previous years.
For instance, the profits for 1911 and 1913 mill be datum
years,
and
these
give
an
average
of By
deducting this from the profit disclosed (happy word),
namely,
we have a balance of ,f;725,322, as
representing 40 pel. cent. as the company’s proportion of the
‘‘ excess )’ profits, which, if correct, would give f,1,087,992
as the 6a per cent. tax payable to the Government, and
@,891,809 as the total profits for the year. The earnings
per ton gross in 1914 were
rgs.’6d. The earnings per
ton gross in. 1915 were A;6 13s. 9d. . . . ’i‘he Welsh trimmer
is a patriotic individual, especially when his patriotism
brings him money. * The Look-Out Man in “Fairplay,” the weekly shipping journal.
If a proper scale of pensions for the permanently
disabled soldier is to be placed beyond the reach of
injustice disguised as economy that scale must be fought
for, and secured, while public opinion is hot. The proper
pension will be gained now, or it never mill be gained
at all. Even when it is pained it must he secured against
reductions or abatements ts.
The number of seriously
disabled men is becoming so large that great efforts are
being made to relieve their condition. But the efforts
now made to equip disabled men for some sort of human
activity, preferably of productive kind, must be watched
very anxiously in the interests of the cripples. Such
specialised skill as they may acquire under medical tuition
must never be used as an excuse for reducing their
pensions. merely because they can make a little money
by it. The notion too, that the disabled soldier should
be ashamed of his pensions, and grasp at every chance
to give them up is a monstrous perversion of justice.
The disabled should stick to their pensions as fast as
they formerly stuck to their guns, and their countrymen

.

should be equally proud of them for doing it. It rests
with public opinion alone, in the long run, to ensure
that the permanently disabled shall not be robbed of part
of their pensions by a process which, whatever official
name is used to cloak it, would be nothing but sweating
the disabled soldier.--“ The Hospital.”
To the Editor of the “ Times
Sir,--A lady who is engaged in obtaining women for
farm work recently had an application from a farmer
in the South of England
She went down arid found
that lie was practically denuded of labour and could not
get a man Near his farm was a golf course on which
nine men were employed in mowing and keeping the
greens in order.
The lady, seeing the men at work,
wrote to the secretary of the club and pointed out the
state of things, assuming that when his attention had
been drawn to the facts some of the men would be released for farm work.
The secretary replied with a
refusal and an intimation that the club would continue
to employ them.
. This sort of thing is going on all over the country
and it supplies an instructive” comment on the war in
keeping with your census of the pleasure motor traffic
near London
I add a counter-comment
A young
officer, who joined at the beginning of the war, was
recently at home for a few days’ leave. He said to me,
“ When one secs how they are going on at home, one
feels that they are not worth fighting for.” He went
back with a heavy heart and has just been killed in
action.
Idle, selfish fools cannot be changed into decent people.
He that is filthy let him be filthy still. But to permit
theh idle, selfish pleasures to weaken the nation’s
strength in its supreme trial and nullify the sacrifice of
noble lives is a crime. HOW long are we to suffer it?Your obedient servant,
A. SHADWEI,L.
Speaking in the United States House of Representatives
a year ago, Hon. Clyde H. Tavenner stated that
while the war department in 1913 purchased seven thousand
4.7-inch shrapnel froin the ammunition
profiteers,
paying $25.26 each therefor, “ at the same time precisely
the same shrapnel mas being manufactured
.in the
Government-owned Frankford arsenal
for
$15.45, all
overhead charges included.” The sorry tale of Canadian
profiteering in the nation’s agony has been partly
unfolded. What could have been done in national service
and the cause of the Allies, if the men entrusted with
leadership in Canada had not preferred profiteering-, is
something for the Canadian people to ponder over . . .
and prepare for the outbreak of peace.--Ottawa “ Citizen.”
The task of dealing with the railway situation
in
Canada can be lightened by co-operation, and the Government
might well take a first step for solidarity by giving
labour some representation on the railway boards.
According to Sir Thomas White’s statement on Monday
in the House of Commons the Government proposes to
appoint ’three directors on the board of each railway, the
Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian Northern.
The
directors appointed for the Dominion would keep it
informed of the condition of the lines from time to time,
and would also provide for a continuous audit of
revenues.
In considering
the appointment
of the Dominion
directors, the Government has the opportunity to invite
the organised railway workers of Canada to noininate
at least one of the three directors for each railway from
the ranks of labour
Such a policy might seem novel
for this country, but it would have much to commend it.
No one has a more direct and vital interest in the railways
than the railway workers themselves ; they should
in all justice have a say in the management It cannot
be said that the past exclusive control rested in the
hands of capital has been an unqualified success from
the national point of view Possibly the day is dawning
for the better and broader outlook for labour in Canada.
Labour cannot for ever be kept in thrall as a mere
commodity
It must he admitted
to the higher status
in
national life. A share in the management of industry
could not better begin than through the nationalisation
of the railways with the organised railway workers represented on the board o€ directors Ottawa I ‘‘ Citizen.”
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